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Executive Summary
The low numbers of fruitful collaborations between universities and startups as well as
between students and startups have been identified by the MY-GATEWAY research [4] as key
limitations of the Central and East European (CEE) entrepreneurship ecosystems. This
apparent gap not only negatively affects the availability of spin-off and technology transfer
opportunities, but also the startup hiring process of talent and the entrepreneurship skills
proficiency of potential staff. Thereby, the insufficient collaborations with students and
universities reduce the growth and scale-up potential of many CEE startups. Thus, this best
practice report (D4.1) of the MY-GATEWAY project identifies best practices of initiatives that
facilitate collaborations between universities and startups as well as between students and
startups to address the above-mentioned shortcomings of their respective ecosystems.
Overall, this report examines 9 novel case studies that were composed for the purpose of this
report following a specifically tailored methodology. The case studies cover a variety of
initiatives that can broadly be categorised into three themes: spin-offs and technology
transfer frameworks, entrepreneurship skills training programmes and hiring talent initiatives.
The analysis of the best practice case studies provides targeted solutions for problem areas
and capability gaps that were identified in the Synergy Report of the MY-GATEWAY project.
The analysis of the case studies can ultimately be utilised by startups, universities and other
ecosystem stakeholders to enhance their services and receive inspirations for potential
collaborations that are missing at this stage in their respective ecosystems. Moreover, these
best practices can be utilised to identify commonalities among initiatives and to provide
potential solutions for specific issues and service gaps that similar collaborations may face.
Thereby, the MY-GATEWAY project will contribute to enhancing current provisions and
components of collaborations between students and startups as well as universities and
startups. Individual components can be altered to fit different countries with alternating levels
of ecosystem development.
This best practice report shows that common limitations of the ecosystems are insufficient
connections between universities, industry and startups. Moreover, there is a high demand
across ecosystems for appropriate infrastructure that provides entrepreneurs, startups and
students with business and legal expertise, financial support and collaboration facilitators.
This report outlines the kinds of services that support organisations need to offer in order to
facilitate spin-offs and technology transfer including the formation of processes that
commercialise research outputs as well as promote and manage research collaborations
between universities and industrial partners. In terms of skills training and promotion, this
report introduces a diverse set of programmes with a proven track record of entrepreneurial
skills training varying from hackathons to entrepreneurship curricula. Finally, this report
provides potential solutions to the hiring problem of many CEE startups in form of online job
boards and student-led programmes that combine hiring websites with one-on-one coaching.
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Introduction
The MY-GATEWAY research, that was conducted in the first half of 2018, established that
despite the potential of the Romanian, Slovenian and Czech entrepreneurship ecosystems,
the three Central and East European (CEE) countries still face a considerable gap in a variety
of areas. More specifically, the Synergy Report (D2.4) of the MY-GATEWAY project identified
nine capability gaps in the current level of support for startups in Romania, Slovenia and the
Czech Republic. These nine capability gaps can be broadly categorised into three groups:
funding opportunities, ecosystem support services and talent acquisition. The Synergy
Report, for instance, highlights concrete capability gaps in the form of insufficient
entrepreneurial education and skills training as well as inadequate cooperation between
startups, on the one hand, and universities, students and R&D departments, on the other
hand.
Henceforth, the aim of this best practice report is to examine a unique set of best practice
case studies of initiatives that successfully facilitate collaborations between universities and
startups as well as startups and students. Ultimately, these best practices are intended to
identify possible ways of tackling and reducing some of the CEE ecosystem capability gaps
identified in the MY-GATEWAY research. The best practice report will focus particularly on
types of collaborations that support the scale-up and growth potential of startups, by
outlining potential solutions to some of the common shortcomings of the entrepreneurship
ecosystems. This report will identify best practices and commonalities among a variety of
initiatives that can broadly be categorised into three themes: spin-offs and technology
transfer collaborations, entrepreneurship skills training programmes and hiring talent
initiatives. The failure to find adequate solutions to these three central needs was repeatedly
identified as a reason for some startups not to scale up, achieve the desired growth, to enter
international markets and in some cases even resulted in the failure as a business.
Despite an increasing number of entrepreneurship programmes in CEE, many universities in
the region tend to be more old-fashioned in their education approaches and believe in a topdown entrepreneurship skills approach. Also, the amount of talent in the region with
appropriate entrepreneurship skills is relatively low. However, the shortcomings are not only
on the side of the universities, as also CEE startups oftentimes do not engage closely enough
with potential CEE ecosystem stakeholders, such as universities, students and R&D
departments. In practice, this lack of enough collaborations results in relatively low numbers
of academic spinoffs from universities in the region (European Commission Report 2017 [1; 2;
3]), despite several university incubators and accelerators in the CEE region. Hiring
appropriate talent has also not been a formalised process across CEE startups and potential
talent, such as students oftentimes lack the desired entrepreneurship skills needed to thrive.
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By assessing commonalities and specific approaches to solve problems across the case
studies, this report will develop examples of best practices to solve problems that CEE
ecosystems may face and identify tailored solutions that are appropriate for all levels of
ecosystem development. Essentially, the report summarises aspects that ecosystem
stakeholders are required to offer in order to provide appropriate services to startups and
entrepreneurial talent. In some instances, this report also offers flexible components in form
of specific initiatives that can be altered for different countries with different levels of
integration between ecosystem actors depending on the appropriateness of the initiatives.
The results of this best practice case studies should be used as a resource for CEE startups
and ecosystem stakeholders in conjunction with the other output produced in the remaining
tasks of work package 4 of the MY-GATEWAY project. For instance, the Technology Transfer
Model and the Talent Acquisition Model offer fully developed programmes that fill the
capability gaps identified in the MY-GATEWAY research. These programmes are specifically
tailored to the demands and needs of CEE entrepreneurship ecosystems but also have appeal
beyond the region.
The best practice report is structured as follows: first, the tailored methodology of this report
will be presented in order to explain and justify the case collection and the analysis of the case
studies. Second, the results of the analysis of tech transfer and spin-off initiatives will be
presented. Third, the analysis of entrepreneurship skills provisions will be examined. Fourth,
hiring student initiatives including common problems will be outlined. Each analytical section
will include an insight into common problem areas identified by the best practice initiatives.
In addition, the analytical section proposes potential solutions and a section on the
applicability to less developed entrepreneurship ecosystems.
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Methodology
In order to compose a report that in the end benefits the targeted CEE ecosystems and offers
applicable solutions to their demands and difficulties, it is necessary to develop a
methodology of collecting and analysing the best practice case studies that works towards
this desired end goal. Therefore, this section will outline the steps that were taken to deliver
on the promise of submitting a useful best practice report to the CEE ecosystem
stakeholders. Overall, the best practice case study collection process involves five steps to
guarantee the collection of the most suitable case studies:

Best Practice Template
First, NACUE developed a best practice case study collection template with the support of
NOVA, BIU and the CEE partners (the template can be found in Appendix A of this report).
The idea behind using a template for all initiatives is to ensure a level of comparability and
common structure across the case studies, while still ensuring that the case study creators
have a degree of flexibility in terms of the question they want to ask or follow up on.
Essentially, the best practice template is divided into four sections:
•

Contextualising the problem that the initiatives are trying to address

•

Solutions and services provided by the initiatives

•

Challenges that appeared in the process

•

Impact measurement.

Thereby, the case studies include an assessment of what problems the initiatives face in their
region and their tested solutions to these issues. Moreover, the template allows partners to
ask questions about potential problems that the initiatives may have faced along the way and
how these issues were addressed. Finally, questions about measuring the impact of the
success of the initiatives round up the case study.

Identification of CEE Ecosystem Needs
Second, each CEE partner involved in the MY-GATEWAY project was asked to reflect on their
entrepreneurship ecosystem in order to identify their concrete needs related to
collaborations between universities and startups as well as students and startups. The results
of this reflection exercise for each ecosystem as well as an overall CEE summary can be found
below:
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•

Slovenia

Collaborations between different stakeholders
•

Models of collaboration between students and universities where the students
can use the university infrastructure (laboratories, space, equipment) for their
startup projects

•

Models of collaboration between student organisations and universities in the
field of promoting entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial behaviour

Technology transfer within ecosystems
•

Effective models of collaboration between researchers and universities when
researchers like to commercialise their research work by establishing a spinoff company

•

Models of collaboration between startups and universities where startups
would like to use research work done at the university

Skills (soft and hard) development and transfer between stakeholders
•

•

Models that promote and train entrepreneurship beyond business schools

Czech Republic

Partnerships between startups and universities
•

There is little motivation for the creation of startups and spin-off companies
from universities as well as entrepreneurial thinking and behaviour for
students because there are plenty of job opportunities with good wages

•

Universities using students’ startup projects

Collaborations between startups and students
•

Startups attending university fairs and introducing their job (how to be
successful, share their best practices, motivate them for entrepreneurial
behaviour, etc.)

Collaborations between R&D centres and universities
•

Cooperation between them is generally weak in the Czech Republic. The
general reason is that universities are not evaluated or receive grants for this
cooperation. There is no need from their side. On the other hand, the industry
generally asks for immediate and short-term solutions to a problem, often
7
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more about testing with no long-term purpose. A significant part of the longterm research of large companies is provided by parent offices, that's because
the high share of innovative industry is in foreign "hands". Good examples of
collaboration are usually conducted through personal ties.
Transfer of technologies across Czech ecosystem
•

Intensive collaboration between R&D centres and universities when
researchers could try to commercialise their research work by establishing
spin-offs and startups

•

Cooperation between startups and universities where the university will be
able to get their research work for startups

•

Romania

Collaborations between different stakeholders
•

Models of collaboration between student organisations and universities in
order to initiate and implement entrepreneurial projects and to develop
incubators for piloting their startup product

•

Models of cooperation between students and universities in order to share the
university infrastructure for students’ entrepreneurial projects (laboratories,
space, equipment, technologies, network etc.)

•

Models of collaboration between universities and companies to design a
curriculum that facilitates digital/tech competencies and an entrepreneurial
culture so that students can generate new startup ideas

•

Models of cooperation between students and authorities in order to generate
adequate solutions to solve local and regional issues by using new technologies

•

Models of collaboration between student organisation and businesses in order
to generate more events that can encourage students’ creativity and ideas
(hackathons, reacceleration programme, entrepreneurial events etc.)

•

Models of collaboration between student organisations and universities in
order to promote talents and to facilitate their access to the startup
environment

Technology transfer within ecosystems
•

Models of collaboration between universities and researchers when their
research product has the potential to be commercialised and to evolve into a
spin-off company
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•

Models of collaboration between universities and tech companies in order to
facilitate the access of student to new technologies by using them to generate
fresh tech ideas or products

•

Models of cooperation between startups and universities where the university
is offering their research to support product development

Skills (soft and hard) development and transfer between stakeholders
•

Models of cooperation between universities and entrepreneurial ecosystem in
order to provide students a more adequate curriculum that focuses on skills
that need to be developed for a competitive/dynamic market

•

Models that promote and train entrepreneurship beyond the business faculty
curriculum by providing a business environment reality, underline the market
orientation/potential and mind-shifting from outsourcing to product design
and development

•

Models of cooperation between universities across Europe that generate
exchanges of good practices in generating and supporting the local startup
ecosystem

•

CEE Region Summary
Overall, the analysis of the CEE entrepreneurship ecosystems through the lens of
collaborations between startups and students as well as startups and universities
revealed the following areas where best practices are required.
•

Collaborations

between

startups

and

universities

where

student

entrepreneurs can use the university infrastructure (laboratories, space,
equipment, etc.) for their startup projects
•

Collaborations between students and startups in the field of promoting and
training entrepreneurship skills

•

Collaborations between students/universities and startups that support
startups in hiring students

•

Spin-offs: Effective collaborations between researchers and universities where
researchers commercialise their research work by establishing a spin-off
company

•

Collaborations between startups and universities where startups would like to
use research work done at the university
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Selection of Case Studies
Third, based on the needs of the CEE partners, the MY-GATEWAY partners were asked to
submit at least one suggestion for a case study. The information partners were asked to
submit about the initiatives included the name of the initiative, the type of collaboration it
fits in as well as a brief overview of the initiative. Overall, nine initiatives were suggested from
a variety of countries and sectors. The full list of suggested initiatives can be found in
appendix B. Following this step, the CEE partners were asked to mark those case studies that
were of most use to them in dark green. In addition, NACUE marked some additional case
studies in light green in order to cover all kinds of collaborations. The full set of case studies
are attached in the appendices from Appendix C onwards. The final set of chosen case studies
are listed below:
Initiative Name

Country

Description

Appendix

Startupjobs.cz

Czech Republic

Online job board

C

Manchester Entrepreneurs
HireMe

United Kingdom

Student entrepreneurship society
initiative

D

Madan Parque

Portugal

Science and technology park

E

MicroSpray Technologies
Ltd

United Kingdom

UCL spin-off

F

Innovation Jam Start:up
Maribor

Slovenia

Hackathon

G

KU Leuven Tech Transfer

Belgium

Technology Transfer

H

X-Cite

USA

Entrepreneurship skills training

I

Startup Campus

Hungary

Entrepreneurship skills training

J

Innovation Labs

Romania

Pre-acceleration tech program

K

Case Study Collection
Fourth, the MY-GATEWAY partners were given three weeks to complete their case studies.
The partners used a variety of methods to receive the necessary information from the
collaboration initiatives, including telephone or Skype interviews, meetings in person,
whereas some partners asked the initiatives to complete the template themselves.
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Case Study Analysis and Clustering
Finally, as soon as the case studies were received, NACUE started with the analysis of the
case studies by sorting them first by the type of initiative (spin-off, entrepreneurship skills
training, talent acquisition). At this stage, it must be mentioned, that it was decided to focus
on the specific actions taking place within a given initiative rather than on the stakeholders
involved in the collaboration. In other words, the analysis was not divided between startup
and student vs. startup and university collaborations, as the boundaries are sometimes a bit
blurry and overlap. Instead, the content of the initiatives was the deciding factor for the
clustering. The analysis tried to identify common limitations in the ecosystem that
necessitate the services of the initiatives. In addition, potential solutions to some of the
limitations were summarised. Moreover, the analysis examined how stage-specific solutions
can be developed and how impact can be measured.
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Spin-Off and Technology Transfer Initiatives
One of the central limitations of the CEE entrepreneurship ecosystems that was identified by
the MY-GATEWAY project research is the limited connectedness and engagement among
entrepreneurship ecosystem stakeholders. Capability gap number 9 of the MY-GATEWAY
Synergy Report points out that specifically stakeholders such as universities, students as well
R&D departments tend to be insufficiently linked with startups in Central and Eastern Europe.
This is not necessarily a shortcoming of the startups themselves but can also be a result of
limited entrepreneurial engagement of the other stakeholders. While CEE universities are
oftentimes well-established institutions that develop excellent coders, engineers and
technological talent, their engagement in entrepreneurship practices remains to this day
relatively limited. This does not mean, however, that some degree of entrepreneurship
activity on the side of students and universities exists in CEE. Some CEE universities, for
example, are actively involved in their respective ecosystems in form of incubators and
accelerators, whereas others opened technology transfer offices, however with relatively
modest results.
This shortcoming of CEE entrepreneurship ecosystems in form of limited university
connectedness with other ecosystem stakeholders and limited entrepreneurship awareness
of researchers and students has serious detrimental effects on the innovation, scale-up and
growth potential of CEE startups. According to European Commission Reports [1, 2, 3], for
instance, there are few academic spin-offs taking place in the CEE region, compared to more
advanced ecosystems in Western Europe and Israel.
Therefore, this best practice report examines a set of best practice case studies that may
serve as an inspiration for CEE universities and ecosystem stakeholders. The MY-GATEWAY
project partners collected four best practice case studies of spin-offs and technology transfer
initiatives. An overview of all the initiatives can be found below:
Initiative Name

Country

Description

Appendix

MicroSpray Technologies
Ltd

United Kingdom

UCL spin-off

F

KU Leuven Tech Transfer

Belgium

Technology Transfer

H

X-Cite

USA

Entrepreneurship skills training

I

Madan Parque

Portugal

Science and technology park

E
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Identified Problem Areas
The best practice case studies of spin-off and technology transfer initiatives show that the
infrastructure to commercialise a research output is oftentimes not available and support for
potential spin-offs in form of financial support and expertise is not provided by the university.
Depending on the country and the entrepreneurship ecosystem, universities can be public
bodies that, therefore, have ownership over all inventions and technologies that were
developed by researchers while working for this specific university. Thus, universities can lose
out on substantial financial gains if they do not have the right support structures in place to
commercialise their innovative research outputs.
However, setting up support structures and the right infrastructure is not as straightforward
as it may sound. According to the Tech Transfer Department (LRD) of the KU Leuven, one of
the leading technology transfer offices on the European continent, “[t]echnology transfer
does not just happen. It requires a coordinated interplay between researchers, the experts of
the tech transfer office and the partners.” [Appendix H] In addition, the best practice case
studies showed the need for financial support, business expertise, team building and research
promotion in order for technology transfer and spin-offs to flourish. Some researchers and
students may have difficulty commercialising their research, because it does not fit within the
scope and vision of the university and insufficient interest from students to make a tech
transfer office worthwhile.
In sum, the best practice initiatives listed the following key problem areas that require the
work of technology transfer offices, incubators or science parks:
•

Creating Basis for Spin-offs and Technology Transfer
Creating the right environment for potential spin-offs and technology transfer by
offering:

•

•

Infrastructure (science parks, incubators, technology transfer departments)

•

Business, legal and accounting advice

•

Financial support

Facilitating Research
The goal and ambition of technology transfer departments, science parks and
incubators should be to operate at the frontier of the Triple Helix, where knowledge
centres, industry and government mutually reinforce each other with regards to
innovation and entrepreneurship. Thereby, collaborative and contract research should
be facilitated by the stakeholders involved in spin-offs and technology transfer. It is
also important to support faculty and students in giving them an entrepreneurial and
innovative mind set to consider spin-offs in the first place.
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Targeted Solutions for Problem Areas
The analysis of the best practice technology transfer and spin-off initiatives revealed the
following three focus points to address the limitations and needs of their respective
entrepreneurship ecosystems in terms of commercialising and facilitating research output.
Each initiative, be it technology transfer office, technology park, accelerator or incubator,
should ensure to offer the following services to guarantee technology transfers and spin-offs
in their ecosystem: research promotion, expertise provision and funding structures. The
points below summarise how the best practice initiatives approached the specific steps of
developing technology transfer services:
•

Research Promotion
For universities to commercialise research output, it is first of all necessary to achieve
research output with spin-off potential and to develop connections with industry
partners. The KU Leuven Tech Transfer Department established a decision and
incentive mechanism in the university structure, which allows researchers to form
research divisions, through which they can manage their technology transfer activities
in an autonomous but supported way and foster innovation and entrepreneurship in
combination with high-level research and education. These research divisions
stimulate interdisciplinary collaborations by allowing researchers to cooperate across
the boundaries of departments and faculties.
•

Managing Research Collaborations between Universities and Industries

The Tech Transfer Department (LRD) of the KU Leuven manages all research
collaboration agreements between the university and industry, varying from small
consulting assignments commissioned by a company to long term research projects.
Also, Madan Parque stresses the importance of “filling the gaps between research
institutions and industry.” [Appendix E] In order to achieve this, Madan Parque
connects talent demands and industry needs of specific industrial areas with the
university researchers’ areas of expertise. Similarly, LRD helps industries to find
solutions for their R&D needs by connecting firms with their university. SMEs and
multinationals often turn to the university to find solutions for their R&D needs,
instead of performing the whole process themselves. When researchers collaborate
with companies, the KU Leuven Tech Transfer Department sets up collaboration
agreements which consider the interests of all parties involved.
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•
Spin-Off Infrastructure
The Tech Transfer Department of the KU Leuven is involved in planning, setting up
and managing incubators, science parks and business centres, which provide lab
and office spaces for spin-off companies as well as international research-intensive
companies. Also, Madan Parque offers spaces for the accelerator programme,
startups and spin-off to develop their businesses.

•

Spin-Off Support
As soon as researchers produce new research output, a spin-off and technology
transfer initiative should advice the researcher or other interested parties on the next
steps and provide them with services to guarantee the success of the venture.
Especially researchers that are first-time founders are likely to make errors due to a
lack of legal advice or even not properly tracking expenses, which could be resolved
using proper accounting practices or hiring an accountant.
•

Legal (Intellectual Property) Support

The Tech Transfer Department (LRD) of the KU Leuven helps researchers to protect
their intellectual property and devise appropriate strategies for transferring the
intellectual property from the university to industry. After an invention is disclosed,
IP officers assist researchers in assessing the patentability and market potential of
the invention, applying for a patent, finding companies that have the resources to
bring the technology to market and licensing the patented technology.
•

Business Advice

Spin-off companies are new business ventures that exploit research results, knowhow and IP developed within the university. LRD assists researchers during the
startup phase and guides them through the process of translating a business idea
into a real company. The first years after foundation, LRD typically maintains close
ties with the spin-off company to support growth. By giving entrepreneurs the
appropriate guidance, LRD hopes to stimulate the creation of new spin-off
companies.

•

Funding Support
MicroSpray stresses the relevance of startup capital for early spin-offs, which could
come in the form of grant funding or equity investments. Alternatively, the university
could also launch its own venture arm for startup funding. LRD also provides spin-off
companies with access to incubation and seed financing and access to the KU Leuven
Gemma Frisius Seed Capital Fund. Without financing, numerous promising R&D
15
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projects would not even have the chance to realise an industrial proof-of-concept or
produce a convincing prototype for the market. The KU Leuven Industrial Research
Fund, financed by the Flemish Government, supports innovative R&D projects with
clear industrial or societal applications. In addition, LRD has created several specialised
incubation instruments in order to meet the need for financing projects at an early
stage of development. LRD’s network of local and international investors and business
angels can also help researchers to raise enough funding.

Opportunities for Setting up Initiatives
Based on the above outlined problem areas and proposed solutions, this section will briefly
consider the applicability of these solutions to less developed entrepreneurship ecosystems.
In other words, this section considers which initiatives are more straightforward to
implement, require lower costs and fewer human resources. Moreover, this section
summarises ways to measure the impact of such spin-off support initiatives.
•

Recommendations for Less Developed Entrepreneurship Ecosystems
The solution section above demonstrated that technology transfer and spin-off
support organisations can be complicated and expensive processes that require
extensive expertise from business, legal and technology experts as well as a sufficient
funding base. However, the best practice case studies also offer insights into steps that
can be taken by less developed entrepreneurship ecosystems.
•

University-Industry Connections: By focusing primarily on creating
connections between universities and industries, universities can facilitate
low-cost technology transfer. Particularly understanding industry R&D needs
and finding appropriate links among researchers could benefit both sides.

•

Promoting Research with Spin-Off Potential: By creating a more
entrepreneurial culture among researchers and opening the eyes to the
potential of spin-offs, it is possible to encourage research output with
commercial potential.

•

Technology Transfer Model: The MY-GATEWAY project develops a
Technology Transfer Model that universities can employ in order to ensure
successful technology transfer and spin-off companies.

•

How to make spinning-off successful (according to KU Leuven)
o Put together a highly motivated and complementary team that has
both research expertise and management skills.
o Start from a sound and sufficiently validated scientific and
technological basis
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o Determine an appropriate intellectual property strategy and
evaluate freedom-to-operate
o Build on a product or service that addresses a clear and validated
market need
o Elaborate a sound and convincing value proposition and business
plan
o Secure a significantly strong consortium of investors
o Maintain good relationships with the research groups from which
the spin-off company originates

•

Impact Measurement
The best practice initiatives measure the impact of their initiatives by focusing on the
following points:
•

Number of new founded start-ups/spin-offs

•

Funds raised for spin-off

•

Number of employees (number of jobs created as result of spin-off)

•

Economic impact of business on economy

LRD, for example, helped create 124 high-tech companies thus far, directly employing
more than 6.700 people. The university invested €11,5 million in its spin-off companies
in the period from 2005 to 2017, and €927 million of external capital was raised.
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Entrepreneurship Skills Promotion and Training Initiatives
The MY-GATEWAY project research identified an entrepreneurship skills shortage among
talent in the CEE regions, despite a strong demand for such skills across the interviewed
startups in the region. Moreover, capability gap number 7 of the MY-GATEWAY Synergy
Report stresses that entrepreneurial education and training needs to be improved in the CEE
region in order to address the entrepreneurship skills shortage. The CEE countries in question
have a proven competitive advantage in form of qualified talent groups, particularly in terms
of technical skill sets, such as IT and engineering skills. Nonetheless, entrepreneurial skills
such as management and financial skills, but also communication skills tend to be
underdeveloped across all three CEE entrepreneurship ecosystems. These entrepreneurial
skills are not easy to acquire despite the high levels of technical skills that many graduates
possess. The lack of sufficient entrepreneurial skills may influence the CEE countries’ struggle
to maintain a business market and compete at an international level.
Among the reasons for this entrepreneurial skills shortage is the low development of
entrepreneurship education in the three CEE countries. Entrepreneurship education not only
raises awareness of entrepreneurship among a talent base [5], but it also provides this talent
with the business and technical skills needed for an entrepreneurial career. While the number
of entrepreneurship education programmes are increasing in the three CEE countries, many
universities in the region are rather old-fashioned and believe in a top-down entrepreneurship
skills approach. The most common form of university involvement in entrepreneurship
education is through incubators and accelerators, however this appears to be the exception
rather than the rule. In rare cases, entrepreneurship is integrated into school curricula.
Therefore, this section examines initiatives that attempt to promote entrepreneurship skills
and develop training initiatives by establishing collaborations between startups and students
as well as universities. The MY-GATEWAY project partners collected six best practice case
studies of entrepreneurship skills promotion and training initiatives. An overview of all the
initiatives can be found below:
Initiative Name

Country

Description

Appendix

Madan Parque

Portugal

Science and technology park

E

Innovation Jam Start:up
Maribor

Slovenia

Hackathon

G

X-Cite

USA

Entrepreneurship skills training

I

Manchester Entrepreneurs

United Kingdom

Student entrepreneurship society

D

Startup Campus

Hungary

Entrepreneurship skills training

J

Innovation Labs

Romania

Pre-acceleration tech program

K
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Identified Problem Areas
According to the best practice initiatives, there are a set of problem areas that require the
work of collaborations between startups and students as well as startups and universities:
•

Developing Entrepreneurial Skills Set
Developing the necessary entrepreneurial skills set is a big problem for many
industries, as oftentimes the skills set do not meet the set requirements of businesses
and startups. According to Innovation Labs, for example, many graduates and
potential talent have “low levels of cooperation and team work, low capacity to
generate prototypes and solutions, low levels of communication and media promotion
capacity, low access to expertise (mentors), low access to finance” [Appendix K]. It is
important to notice in that regard, that not all graduates and students want to start
their own startup to develop entrepreneurial skills. Therefore, Project X-ITE provides
an alternative by supporting students who seek to innovate at larger companies or
launch a career at a startup. X-ITE offers events, programmes and activities that instil
an innovator’s mindset while making deep connections to the innovation ecosystem
beyond the university. Madan Parque focuses in particular on the kind of skills set that
talent groups need to acquire and on which basis they structured their programmes:
-

Entrepreneurial skills: design thinking, ideation, experimentation, innovation,
team-work, financial and digital skills

-

Leadership skills: collaboration, communication and networking as part of the
incubation or acceleration program and star-up events

-

Technical skills by working in tech or science start-ups

These skills can then be translated into other potential future opportunities or
ventures.
•

Collaboration Opportunities

Many entrepreneurial students and graduates lack a platform to meet and share
ideas and connect with the ecosystem, which is a missed opportunity for
collaboration opportunities. Furthermore, these students are rarely exposed to
practical education that can support their journeys as startup founders. Innovation
Labs believes that “[i]n Romanian universities in general and in technical ones in
particular, students are very well prepared, but the collaboration of the university
with the business environment is still at a very low level. Moreover, the tech business
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environment in Romania has increased in the last decade mainly by providing
outsourcing services” [Appendix K]
•

Developing Entrepreneurial Mindset

Startup Campus started their initiative, because they noticed the wide range of
possibilities in Hungary, but that talented people are not aware of them. Moreover,
they do not have a “clear vision how to start running a startup, and they are not
conscious of all the opportunities they can take advantage of or where to search for
directions” [Appendix J]. Additionally, Startup Campus criticises the mismatch in
Hungary between the country’s culture and the startup culture. Similarly, Innovation
Labs argues the organisational culture of the Romanian universities is not necessarily
geared towards the entrepreneurial ecosystem.
•

Startup Support
The most direct and arguably best way to develop entrepreneurial skills is by setting
up your own business. In order to run a startup, entrepreneurs tend to desire support
including funding, expertise, connections (for collaboration as well as for building a
team) and a place to work from. Students who want to set up their own businesses
need help and guidance in all the above-mentioned areas to ensure the best chance of
success. Innovation Jam believes that “[i]n the early stages of their development, startups face a severe lack of concrete references or track record, which in turn means that
they have a hard time acquiring external funds to fuel their growth. Consequently, the
start-ups have to utilise innovative strategies and tactics to raise funds” [Appendix G]
Innovation Lab argues similarly that “the[ir] project's intent is to connect the academic
environment with the business area to encourage students to develop their own
business in the technical field and to move from the outsourcing paradigm to the
entrepreneurship and solution/product development and at local level” [Appendix K].
Innovation Lab summarises the key challenges for startups in the Romanian
ecosystem as follows:
o Low level of involvement and cooperation of universities in business area
o Low level of cooperation and collaboration between the entrepreneurs and
talents (students)
o Lack of financial support
o Difficult access to expertise (mentors) and successful entrepreneurs
o Lack of training in product design and testing
o A lot of paper work for using the R&D financing instruments and the academic
infrastructure
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o The educational curriculum does not provide a set of knowledge and skills
tailored to market dynamics
o Lack of interdisciplinary education in the entrepreneurial area, combining
technical skills with financial, marketing, public communication skills etc.

Targeted Solutions for Problem Areas
The entrepreneurship skills promotion and teaching initiatives that were collected for the
selection of best practice case studies suggest the following solutions to ensure
entrepreneurship skills promotion and teaching. In the first half of this section, a general
overview of steps that need to be taken in order to ensure the successful training of
entrepreneurship skills will be presented. In the second half, concrete best practice examples
in form of programmes, events and curricula will be outlined which may serve as an
inspiration for other entrepreneurship ecosystem stakeholders.
•

Creating Infrastructure to Acquire Skills
In order to teach entrepreneurial skills, most best practices rely on some set of basic
physical infrastructure where the teaching of skills can take place. Examples of this are
for example science and technology parks, accelerators and incubators. Madan Parque
for instance, includes an accelerator, incubator with coaching and entrepreneurship
programmes for NOVA university students, researchers and other university experts.
Madan Parque also includes a free co-working space in which recent graduates are
welcomed to develop their business idea.

•

Creating Connections to Acquire Skills
This physical infrastructure benefits from proximity to universities, as the example of
Madan Parque shows which is in the physical proximity of the Faculty of Sciences and
Technology of the University of Lisbon. At the same time, it is important to involve
various stakeholders such as universities, governmental institutions, startups, research
organisations and local companies. Also, Startup Campus cooperates with a state
venture capital firm, the Budapest University of Technology and Economics and a
couple of corporates.

The following section outlines a set of concrete initiative ideas that may serve as inspiration
for events in other ecosystems beyond those that were discussed here. Some are
professionally run, others are student-led. While some programmes focus explicitly on
startup support to teach entrepreneurship skills, others teach these skills through smaller
events or curricula.
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•

University Entrepreneurship Programme (Madan Parque)
Madan Parque together with FCT is one of the organisers of the University
Entrepreneurship Programme. The University Entrepreneurship Programme is
designed to support students to go from idea to enterprise. Each year in January and
February, over 1000 students on the FCT Campus have the opportunity to create their
startup ideas and develop their entrepreneurial skills. Through University
Entrepreneurship Programme (in which Madan Parque is also one of the organisers),
students are directly developing their skills, interests and experiences in the following
areas:
o Idea Generation and Validation
o Design Thinking
o Strategy and Protection of Intellectual Property: Patents, models and technical
formalizations
o Management of Entrepreneurship Projects: Planning, Communication and
Motivation
o Leadership and Team Building
o Marketing and Innovation to develop new products and businesses
o Application of Business Model Canvas
o Business Plan and Techno-Financial Analysis
o Financial and Incentive Systems
o Growth Management and Entrepreneurship
o Investors' Vision

•

Project X-ITE
Project X-ITE recognises that not all students want to start their own companies. In
this vein, they support students who seek to innovate at larger companies or launch a
career at a startup. X-ITE provides these students with events, programmes and
activities that instil an innovator’s mindset while making deep connections to the
innovation ecosystem beyond university. In 2019, Project X-ITE will pilot a consultancy
program that will bring together faculty-led, cross-disciplinary teams of students to
work on projects with local and national companies.
•

Incubator X Program

Offered in collaboration with the Innovation Floor at the Ritchie School of Engineering
& Computer Science, this programme supports students who want to test their ideas
and determine their readiness to launch a company. This experience will help students
develop and determine the potential of their ideas, igniting and stoking the
innovator’s mindset.
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•

XLR8 Grants

A micro-grant program that gives grants of up to $500 for student startups to test the
viability of a venture idea or take their venture to the next level. Applicants submit 90
second video pitches. Grant recipients report back on progress after three months.
•

Pioneering Summer

A 10-week accelerator for student-led ventures that includes dedicated mentors,
mentoring sessions, stipends for housing and business, networking events, and
internship support. Past student-led ventures have connected with major firms to
beta test products and have received seed funding from local venture firms.
•

X-Lab and Innovation Floor

The X-Lab is a co-working space for student entrepreneurs on the University of Denver
campus. This hub provides students with the space and tools to collaborate with other
entrepreneurs across various disciplines. The Innovation Floor includes a fully
equipped maker space with 3D printers, soldering equipment, workshops, and more!
•

The Social

An annual summit held in collaboration with the Graduate School of Social Work. The
Social brings together thought leaders, practitioners, and students of social impact for
immersive ideation, learning, and action in social innovation and entrepreneurship.
Workshops include different tracks such as innovation, design, and funding.
•

Speaker Series: Studio X & The Forum

Studio X features student focused dialogues with local entrepreneurs, providing
intimate discussions giving insight into the startup world. The Forum features a
carefully curated series of panel talks. Through student feedback, the most relevant
speakers were brought in to ensure they best address students’ interests.
•

Student Ventures

From ideation to proof-of-concept to funding and scaling, Project X-ITE supports
students through all stages of launching a startup venture. They do this through a
coordinated series of curricular and co-curricular learning environments, mentoring,
networking, and funding opportunities. Their physical spaces – the X-Lab (powered
by the Daniels College of Business), and the Innovation Floor (powered by the Ritchie
School of Engineering & Computer Science) - bring students together to collaborate
with like-minded individuals across the DU campus. Additionally, Project X-ITE offers
long-term programming to support student ventures through Incubator X (an
incubator for early stage ideas) and Pioneering Summer (a 10- week residential
accelerator program).
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•

Curriculum X

Project X-ITE seeks to support Faculty who are interested in reimagining their
curriculum in ways that support an innovation mindset. To this end, Faculty Innovation
Fellows are currently creating Curriculum-X, an Innovation and Design Lab that will
help DU faculty imagine, design, and implement non-traditional forms of curriculum
to ignite and develop students’ innovative mindset.

•

Innovation Jam
Innovation Jam is an innovative approach to bring together innovation teams from
corporations or other established companies and the best designers and developers
from the start-up environment. The purpose of the two-day event is to develop and
validate a new business model and develop a digital prototype for a digital product. On
the first day, the innovation teams develop and validate a new business model with the
help of design thinking experts. On the second day they are joined by so called
prototyping duos (one designer + one software developer), which help them to
develop a digital prototype of a digital product. This allows the innovation teams to
get from the idea to a prototype in only two days.
The key actors are:
o corporations, which seek new innovative products and services;
o startups and their teams, which form prototyping duos;
o students, which are also invited to be part of the prototyping duos;
o universities, which can help promote the event and the opportunities it provides to
students (e.g. employment);
o incubator as the facilitator.
The prototyping duos are able to meet corporations, which can become their clients or
business partners.

•

Weekly Student-led Meetings (Manchester Entrepreneurs)
The main purpose of these events is to connect students and graduates with
contemporary entrepreneurial issues and to offer them the tools to develop their own
ideas to the stage they desire. Usual themes are represented by startup stories from
founders, which offer a glimpse in the life of an entrepreneur (good and bad),
workshop to teach and develop skills which are crucial for building and growing a
business, and networking events, which connect students and graduates with their
peers and also with founders and startups to enhance their mutual understanding,
exchange expertise and build future long-lasting relationships.
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•

What Next? Conference (Manchester Entrepreneurs)
Manchester Entrepreneurs’ flagship event of the year, bringing young entrepreneurial
minds together from all over the UK to Manchester. Putting everything of what the
entrepreneurship society does into a whole day conference.

•

AccelerateME (Manchester Entrepreneurs)
The only student-led, pre-seed, equity-free, industry-agnostic accelerator within the
UK. The programme lasts 12 weeks and it offers students the opportunity to access up
to £2000 equity-free cash, office space and mentorship/expertise from Manchester
Entrepreneurs partners, to help the startups get to the next level of growth. The
programme ends with a Demo Day, where all startups from the year’s cohort showcase
their achievements to investors, mentors, potential partners and other accelerators in
their industry, as well as influencers within the Manchester ecosystem.

•

Startup Campus
In this programme students can learn about the startup culture and about successful
examples such as Silicon Valley and the Israel startup ecosystem. All this was
integrated with an already tested methodology and active mentoring covering
subjects from team building to business and financial modelling all the way to investor
pitching. Thereby, students acquire knowledge about the existing opportunities in
Hungary. Moreover, the initiative assists them in entering the local, the EU and global
markets. This is the first time an incubator built such a programme in cooperation with
a VC, university and corporates in Hungary.

•

Innovation Labs
Innovation Labs is a national pre-acceleration tech program, an applied educational
programme, intended for young people (students as target) who want to put their
entrepreneurial ideas into practice. Innovation Labs partners with universities that are
recognised as strong academic centres in technical education. The programme focuses
on four central points:
o Prototype Development: Innovation Labs invites young professionals to
explore the potential of bleeding-edge technologies to solve real problems, for
real people - by transforming an idea into a MVP (Minimum Viable Product).
o Partnership: Program partners open for participants an arena for
experimenting with dedicated IT&C solutions and infrastructures of the future,
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creating a framework where students explore and catch the interest of partners
with their insight and potential.
o Media Exposure: Innovation Labs guides teams in improving their graphic
design, presentation skills and media footprint, shaping their media profile
with distinctiveness and outreach.
o Mentorship: Top mentors from the startup ecosystem and ICT industry keep
open lines of dialogue and feedback throughout the program and beyond,
helping teams to align disruptive technologies with well-specified needs.
•

The Innovation Labs Process in Detail:
1. Ideation process with students and programme partners.
2. Implementing a Hackathon in March with the preselected teams taking
part, but accepting registrations for anyone else interested, who has the
ability to form a team of 2 people (minimum).
3. Hackathon begins with a Pitch Session attended by all the registered teams
and the mentors from the partner companies, who evaluate and select the
ideas to go further in the programme.
4. 36 hours of Hackathon, with the necessary logistical support: work space,
food and drinks, resting space, supplies etc. At the end of the 36 hours,
teams present their ideas and mentors are selecting the ones that proceed
to the three months accelerator program.
5. During the three months of mentoring, each team participates in 2 weekly
meetings (Meetings and Tech Talks, 1-2 hours each) and in technical
workshops. Each team has a mentor who follows its evolution and supports
them with their work.
6. After the three months of mentoring, a pre-selection of teams is organised
at the local level where it is decided which teams proceed to the Demo Day
(in Bucharest)
7. At the end of May, a Demo Day is organized. The event has a lot of media
visibility (e.g. in the last year edition the President of Romania attended the
Demo Day and gave a speech) and involves various stakeholders of the
Romanian entrepreneurial ecosystem. Best teams of the year’s programme
are awarded prizes in the categories “Best Product”, “Best Business”,
“Startup of the year”, “Startup Excellence” and “Best Pitch”.
8. After the programme, Tech Lounge continues to support the teams.
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Opportunities for Setting up Initiatives
Based on the above outlined problem areas and proposed solutions, this section will briefly
consider the applicability of these solutions to less developed entrepreneurship ecosystems.
How can less developed ecosystems encourage more entrepreneurial skills training? This
section considers which initiatives are more straightforward to implement, require lower
costs and less time investment. Moreover, this section summarises ways to measure the
impact of such initiatives.
•

Recommendations for Less Developed Entrepreneurship Ecosystems
A set of initiatives presented above do not require extensive financial resources. While
building your own business appears to be the most fruitful way of learning these skills
first hand, several initiatives realised that this is not always what young talent desire.
Oftentimes, it is about developing ideas and putting them into practice in a relatively
safe environment where it is not a problem to fail.
•

Creating Business and Startup Connections
By developing connections with local businesses and startups, universities and
students can build a network of potential mentors and experts that can support
young entrepreneurs in developing their entrepreneurship skills. Also,
successful entrepreneurs can be contacted to ask them for input by giving back
to their former university.

•

Hackathons
Hackathons can be a relatively cost-effective measure to encourage young
talent to think about real business or societal problems and thereby develop
their entrepreneurial skills.

•

MY-GATEWAY Talent Acquisition Model
The MY-GATEWAY project develops a Talent Acquisition Model that will help
startups find talented students with the right set of entrepreneurship skills by
identifying skills training opportunities. In parallel, it will incentivise students
to choose this career path and join startups instead of corporates or leaving the
country.
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•

Impact Measurement
The best practice initiatives measure the impact of their initiatives by focusing on the
following points:
•

Number of Newly Founded Startups and Spin-offs
AccelerateME for example have accelerated 26 startups, out of which 16 are
still active. They have raised a total of £2,200,000 follow-on funding and
created 44 jobs. In total, 48 student and graduate funders were involved. Even
if their startups have failed, the learning(s) through their experience(s) could
be invaluable in succeeding in the next venturing experience, or in their jobs.
Also, Startup Campus measures the extent of their impact by looking at the
number of startups, their growth, the survival rates and by stocktaking the
number of startups that can survive international competition and how much,
in terms of investments, they attempt to obtain from international investors.

•

Number of Programme Participants

•

Number of Mentors

•

Media Outreach

•

Transferability of Skills Set to New Ventures or Industry
Programmes tend to measure this impact by direct feedback provided by
participants through interviews or surveys.
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Hiring Talent Initiatives
Startups across all three CEE ecosystems experience difficulties in hiring appropriate staff for
their startups. In the case of Romania and Slovenia, this difficulty of recruiting personnel was
even reported as one of the reasons for startup failures in the MY-GATEWAY interviews
(deliverable 2.3). The severity of talent acquisition problems was also reflected in the survey
results of the MY-GATEWAY project where the majority of startups identify the hiring of
adequately trained and qualified business experts (such as marketing and strategy
specialists) as a moderate to very severe obstacle to the current operations of the firm.
Ultimately, the MY-GATEWAY research identified insufficient and unsuitable staff as one of
the most common reasons for startup failures in the CEE region and a reason for limited
growth and scale-up potentials (see Deliverable 2.2 Report on Mapping the Ecosystem for
further details).
There are a variety of reasons for this difficulty of hiring appropriate talent. First, CEE
entrepreneurship ecosystems insufficiently consider students as a talent pool for their
startups and rarely utilise the potential of spin-offs by working with universities and R&D
departments. A second reason for the disconnect between startups and students is that CEE
startups find it difficult to compete for staff at the international level. Third, there are often
no formalised talent acquisition processes in place for startups. Fourth, labour laws can be
complicated and hinder successful talent acquisition (see survey results of deliverable 2.2 of
the MY-GATEWAY project).
The MY-GATEWAY project partners collected 2 best practice case studies of initiatives that
engage in student-startup collaborations and focus specifically on the hiring process. An
overview of both initiatives can be found below:
Initiative Name

Country

Description

Appendix

Startupjobs.cz

Czech Republic

Online job board

C

Manchester
Entrepreneurs HireMe

United Kingdom

Student entrepreneurship society

D
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Identified Problem Areas
According to the best practice initiatives, there are a set of problem areas that require the
work of collaborations between startups and students in the area of hiring talent:
•

Identifying Appropriate Talent
According to Startupjobs.cz, there tends to be a lack of online platforms that focus
exclusively on job offers for startups. As working for a startup is different than for a
large corporations or small family businesses, existing websites oftentimes do not take
the specific needs of startups into consideration. Moreover, there is a shortage of
channels and opportunities for startups and scaleups to tap into quality talent within
university ecosystems.

•

Attracting Talent
The above point is often combined with the lack of experience in attracting, engaging
with and recruiting young talent. In addition, there tends to be a lack of information
and guidance on how students and graduates can start working within startups.
Today’s students, especially within the university environment, are offered a structure
of their courses which is built to prepare the most suitable employee for today’s
corporations. Students and graduates are constantly bombarded by the university, but
also their peers, to follow this common path of finding a job that offers certainty and
ensured safety for the long term. The main challenge is to improve cooperation
between all relevant stakeholders, especially with universities because there is a big
potential for additional growth. At this moment, partnerships between startups and
universities are generally weak. There is little motivation for the creation of startups
and spin-offs, because there are many job opportunities with good wages.
•

Constrained Resources

Startups usually have less available funds for recruitment purposes compared to bigger
corporations, who might possess the money that can aid them in hiring students and
graduates. There are also many inefficiencies in current best practices used to attract
students and graduates (e.g. university sponsorship, career fairs, etc.), which startups
cannot afford to pay for.

Targeted Solutions for Problem Areas
The hiring talent initiatives that were collected for the selection of best practice case studies
suggest the following solutions to ensure a smooth hiring process. The first best initiative
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focuses more on hiring general talent, whereas the second one dedicates itself to attracting
student talent for startups.
•

Online Job Boards
Online job boards are a relatively cost-effective way of connecting talent with startups
and vice versa. Startupjobs.cz is an example of such an online site linking startups with
their future employees. It offers a single place for the presentation of job offers and
startups looking for new talent. Additionally, it promotes work for a startup as a fresh
alternative to corporate work.
•

Knowledge Tests
StartupJobs.cz offers the possibility to complete knowledge tests. These tests
are mainly focused on programming languages (PHP, HTML, CSS, etc.). Each
test lasts 20 minutes and consists of 20 questions and four options that are
randomly generated for each analysis. In 2014, 17,000 people completed the
knowledge tests. Thereby, applicants and companies can test the capabilities
of new talent.

•

Guarantee of Satisfaction

•

If less than three people respond to an offer, startupjobs.cz refunds the money.
Tailored Hiring Solutions
StartupJobs.cz also offers targeted talent acquisition solutions for startups.
This can, for instance, include prefiltering of candidates or the creation of a
separate recruiting website.

•

HireME (Manchester Entrepreneurs)
HireME is a recruitment platform designed to suit both students, graduates and startups to helps nurture connections. Created with the process of job applications in mind,
it offers a way for students to obtain their ideal job. HireME started from the desire of
students and graduates to work in exciting early-stage businesses. At the same time,
HireME realised that there is a growing several start-ups who are looking to engage
with the student/graduate community.
Although HireME understands that this career path might benefit and suit some
students more, they realised that there are many pupils who would be eager to work
in early-stage businesses, because it can often time offer more responsibilities, better
learning options and more rapid promotion opportunities (among others). Even if
someone wants to work for a corporate in the long run, earning valuable practical
experience in startups can support students and graduates greatly.
A common problem for early-stage businesses previously identified is represented by
the lack of communication channels and expertise when acquiring talent. HireME aims
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to solve these problems by opening these communication channels (through their job
boards, events, etc.) and advising companies on how to best run effective, costefficient recruitment campaigns.
HireME connects two recruitment solutions:
1. Platform: an online job board where candidates meet employers
2. Advisory:
•

Start-ups: consultancy services designed to help early stage businesses to
engage with students and graduates in the most efficient, cost-effective way,
offering tailor-made solutions based on real needs

•

Students: career advice services which tackle the lack of information and
expertise of students when applying for jobs. HireME guides them through the
process by offering CV/LinkedIn, Cover Letter and Mock Interview feedback
sessions

Opportunities for Setting up Initiatives
Based on the above outlined problem areas and proposed solutions, this section will briefly
consider the applicability of these solutions to less developed entrepreneurship ecosystems.
This section considers which initiatives are more straightforward to implement, require lower
costs and less time investment. Moreover, this section summarises some of the difficulties
that student-led organisations may experience and ways to measure the impact of such
initiatives.
•

Recommendations for Less Developed Entrepreneurship Ecosystems
Online platforms can be a relatively cost-effective way of connecting talent with
startups. Student-led organisations, on the other hand, do not exist in every
entrepreneurship ecosystem, which however, should not stop students from
organising events that brings together students with startups. HireME presents
interesting ways how students created an online platform and combined this with job
coaching.
•

Talent Acquisition Model
The MY-GATEWAY project develops a Talent Acquisition Model that will help
startups find talented students by identifying opportunities for enhanced skills
training provision. In parallel, it will incentivise students to choose this career
path and join startups instead of corporates or leaving the country.
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•

Student-led Organisations
The Manchester Entrepreneurs case study provides detailed insights into specific
challenges that student-led organisations may face [Appendix D]. Student-led
organisations experience specific difficulties that other organisations may not
experience to the same degree. Manchester Entrepreneurs is fully led by students, with
a rotational management structure (management changes each year), which is one of
their main principles and value-adding policies. However, this also comes with a couple
of challenges. Manchester Entrepreneurs finds it challenging to make their
organisation sustainable and find quality talent each year – our activities require
expertise and some kind of experience relating to the roles, which students need to run
the programmes effectively. Manchester Entrepreneurs finds that sometimes there is
a great variation in quality year on year, as a result of the differences in leadership each
year, in various aspects.
To resolve this, Manchester Entrepreneurs have recently set up an advisory board with
key stakeholders involved, grown the team from 11 to 35 to allow career progression
within the organisation (we have associates, leaders and co-presidents, through which
Manchester Entrepreneurs wants outstanding members to progress) and made sure
there are enough quality training opportunities for the team.
Although Manchester Entrepreneurs receives financial support from university
sponsors, as well as some government funding and charitable donations for its
programme AccelerateME, they have financial limitations over what they can do. Their
leadership does not receive any direct material reimbursement, and all members work
voluntarily. This creates a challenge when attracting talent and also in some cases
exclude potential hires as most roles have at least a part-time role workload. Because
each executive team member attends university, has many responsibilities within their
studies, in some cases involved with other student-led organisations or paid jobs,
available workload can be limited, potentially deteriorating quality delivered.
To resolve this, Manchester Entrepreneurs are aiming to increase their funding and
have flexible workloads. Although they do not plan to create paid positions, they have
established roles that require various experiences and working hours, thus allowing
potential candidates and member to work less/more, depending on how involved they
want to be.
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•

Impact Measurement
In terms of impact measurement, organisations focus primarily on the employability
of students and the connections made between talent and startups. In terms of
employability, HireME have facilitated an unknown number of hires of students and
graduates in start-ups. As a result of the realisation that they became the connector
between these two groups, Manchester Entrepreneurs have set up HireME. They have
organised many career-focused events, as well as start-ups can hire through their
platform. HireME is in the early stages but received positive feedback, with more than
600 visitors on their website so far and more than 20 jobs advertised.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, this best practice report examined a set of best practice case studies that were
collected in order to develop potential solutions to some of the central limitations in the CEE
entrepreneurship ecosystems. Particularly, limited and insufficient collaborations between
universities and startups as well as between students and startups have been identified by the
MY-GATEWAY research [4] as a key problem that has negative consequences on the potential
of CEE startups to grow and scale up and may even result in the failure of startups. This
apparent gap negatively affects the startup hiring process of talent, the availability of
technology transfer opportunities and entrepreneurial skills training. Therefore, this best
practice report (D4.1) of the MY-GATEWAY project identifies best practices of initiatives that
facilitate collaborations between universities and startups as well as between students and
startups.
Overall, this report examined nine best practice case studies that were collected following a
tailored methodology. The case studies covered three themes: spin-offs and technology
transfer frameworks, entrepreneurship skills training programmes and hiring talent initiatives.
The analysis in the main body of this report offered an overview of some of the central
difficulties that these initiatives aim to solve and examples of specific programmes that these
initiatives set up.
While it might be sufficient to get an idea of some of the central problems in the
entrepreneurship ecosystems and attempts at solving these issues by reading the main body
of this report, it might still be worth investigating the specific best practice case studies that
were included in the appendix of this report. The results of this best practice case studies
should be used as a resource for CEE startups and ecosystem stakeholders in conjunction with
the other output produced in the remaining tasks of work package 4 of the MY-GATEWAY
project. For instance, the Technology Transfer Model and the Talent Acquisition Model offer
fully developed programmes that fill the capability gaps identified in the MY-GATEWAY
research. These programmes are specifically tailored to the demands and needs of CEE
entrepreneurship ecosystems but have an appeal beyond the region.
This best practice report shows that common limitations among the ecosystems are
insufficient connections between universities, industry and startups. This shows that this
problem occurs not only in the CEE region, but also in more advanced entrepreneurship
ecosystems. Moreover, there is a high demand across ecosystems for appropriate
infrastructure that provides entrepreneurs, startups and students with business and legal
expertise, financial support and collaboration facilitators. This report outlines the kinds of
services that support organisations need to offer in order to facilitate spin-offs and technology
transfer including the formation of processes that commercialise research outputs as well as
promote and manage research collaborations between universities and industrial partners. In
terms of skills training and promotion, this report introduces a diverse set of programmes with
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a proven track record of entrepreneurial skills training varying from hackathons to
entrepreneurship curricula. Finally, this report provides potential solutions to the hiring
problem of many CEE startups in form of online job boards and student-led programmes that
combine hiring websites with one-on-one coaching.
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Appendices
Appendix A

MY-GATEWAY Best Practice Case Study Template1
Introduction
The best practices explored within this case study explore the collaborative work of various
stakeholders in entrepreneurship ecosystems – specifically, yet not exclusively, startups,
students, student organisations, companies and universities. The scope of this research covers
the following areas:
- Collaborations between different stakeholders
- Technology transfer within ecosystems
- Skills (soft and hard) development and transfer between stakeholders
This best practice research was designed in the framework of the MY-GATEWAY project and
has the goal of improving entrepreneurship potential in Central East European ecosystems, by
learning from best practice collaborations from across Europe.
Your organisation is involved in one of the interesting cases of stakeholder collaborations,
technology transfer or skills development that other entrepreneurship ecosystems could learn
from and build upon. Your initiative has the possibility of being one of the model practices for
the CEE ecosystem and could be published within the MY-GATEWAY project framework.
We would appreciate your contribution by filling in the attached form to highlight details of
your best practice.
Your contribution matters.
Thank you for being part of this case study research.
The MY-GATEWAY Project Team

1

The case study should ideally include pictures of the collaboration and not exceed 3 pages.
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Name of the Collaboration/Initiative:
Names of Stakeholders (Universities, businesses, organisations, etc.):
Contact Information (Email/Telephone):

1. Background of the problem
This section should describe the identified problem that was the base to start the initiative. It
should highlight the problem, motivations and background information.
-

What was the problem you wanted to solve?

-

What was the motivation/need for the problem to be solved?
What issues did you identify in your entrepreneurship ecosystem that hinder the
development, growth and scale up of stakeholders (e.g. lack of R&D, skilled employees,
lack of financial support, infrastructure etc.)?

2. Solutions
This section examines how the collaboration initiatives and programmes address the
previously identified challenges and key stakeholders as part of the solution.
-

-

-

Please describe the solution/your best practice?
What programmes or initiatives are run in the framework of the
solution/collaboration?
In what ways does the initiative benefit students, universities and startups?
What skills set did the participants develop or improve during the collaboration (e.g.
soft skills as communication and/or some hard/technical skills?)
What unique activates does the collaboration offer?
2.1. Key stakeholders
Who are the key actors or partners in the collaboration (businesses, incubator centres,
startups, students, universities)?
What are the reasons for the participants in the collaboration to participate in this
particular collaboration?
What actions did the participants in the collaboration take to overcome the previously
identified problems?

3. Challenges
A brief summary of the challenges and limitations faced by students, startups and universities
that can be addressed by the collaboration.
-

What challenges do universities/startups/students face in their entrepreneurship
ecosystems?
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-

What were the key challenges within this initiative?
Were there any problems that were not resolved? If yes, why?
How did the collaboration resolve the issues of startups/universities/students?
What mistakes did your collaboration make along the way and how did you ultimately
learn from them?

4. Impact
The final part of the case study summarises the overall progress of the practice, outcomes
that could be replicated in other ecosystems. In addition, possible next steps should be
discussed to maintain the momentum, monitor success and create new initiatives.
-

What were the outcomes of the collaboration?
What skills were mostly developed through the initiative?
What knowledge and technology transfer was established with key actors?
How is the impact of the programme measured?
What plans or ideas do you have in place to maintain the momentum of the
collaboration?
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Appendix B
MYGATEWAY
Partner

Name of
Collaboration

Type of
Collaboration

Country

Information about the Collaboration

NACUE

King's College
London

Skills
development,
entrepreneurship
promotion

United
Kingdom

Collaborations between universities and startups in
the field of promoting and training entrepreneurship
skills

NACUE

University of
Westminster

Skills
development,
recruitment

United
Kingdom

Collaborations between students/universities and
startups that support startups in hiring students

NACUE

M-E HireMe
(student-led
initiative)

Skills
development,
recruitment

United
Kingdom

Collaborations between students/universities and
startups that support startups in hiring students

NACUE

Warwick Incubator

University
infrastructure for
student
entrepreneurs

United
Kingdom

Collaborations between startups and universities
where student entrepreneurs can use the university
infrastructure (laboratories, space, equipment, etc.)
for their startup projects

NACUE

University
Aston University
infrastructure for
BESEEN programme student
entrepreneurs

United
Kingdom

Collaborations between startups and universities
where student entrepreneurs can use the university
infrastructure (laboratories, space, equipment, etc.)
for their startup projects

NACUE

Microspray / UCL

Spin-offs

United
Kingdom

Spin-offs: Effective collaborations between
researchers and universities where researchers
commercialise their research work by establishing a
spin-off company

CI

miomove and
University of Tomas Spin-offs
Bata in Zlin

Czech
Republic

Collaborations between startups and universities
where startups would like to use research work done
at the university

CI

SignageOS &
xPORT at University Spin-offs
of Economics Prague

Czech
Republic

Spin-offs: Effective collaborations between
researchers and universities where researchers
commercialise their research work by establishing a
spin-off company

CI

Data from Sky & FIT
Spin-offs
VUT

Czech
Republic

Spin-offs: Effective collaborations between
researchers and universities where researchers
commercialise their research work by establishing a
spin-off company

CI

Phonexia & FIT
VUT

Spin-offs

Czech
Republic

Spin-offs: Effective collaborations between
researchers and universities where researchers
commercialise their research work by establishing a
spin-off company

CI

MIR Design a Green
Spin-offs
Light & VŠB

Czech
Republic

Spin-offs: Effective collaborations between
researchers and universities where researchers
commercialise their research work by establishing a
spin-off company

CI

Entrepreneurship
Training Ticino

Skills
development,
entrepreneurship
promotion

CI

PoliHub

University
infrastructure

Italy

Collaborations between startups and universities
where student entrepreneurs can use the university
infrastructure (laboratories, space, equipment, etc.)
for their startup projects

CI

startupjobs.cz

Skills
development,
recruitment

Czech
Republic

Collaborations between students/universities and
startups that support startups in hiring students

Spherik

Printivate

Spin-offs

Romania

Spin-offs: Effective collaborations between
researchers and universities where researchers

Collaborations between universities and startups in
Switzerland the field of promoting and training entrepreneurship
skills
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commercialise their research work by establishing a
spin-off company
Innovation Labs

Skills
development,
entrepreneurship
promotion

Spherik

Atelierul Digital

University
infrastructure for
student
entrepreneurs

Spherik

University
infrastructure for
ASAIH/Medical and
students,
Pharmacy University
researchers
entrepreneurs

Spherik

University Venture
Cup - Competition
for student
entrepreneurs who
have a startup

skills development
and training of
Romania
entrepreneurs

Collaborations between universities and startups in
the field of promoting and training entrepreneurship
skills

Spherik

Medhack - startup
idea hackathon for
students in medicine
and IT

Skills
development,
entrepreneurship
promotion

Collaborations between universities and startups in
the field of promoting and training entrepreneurship
skills

BIU

IDC- Zell
Entrepreneurship
Program

skills development
and training of
entrepreneurs with
Israel
collaboration
with business
leaders

Develop and launch a real company during the final
year of studies at the IDC. experience in
entrepreneurship from top-notch entrepreneurs and
business leaders.

BIU

BIU- Smart cities
Hub

University
infrastructure for
student
entrepreneurs

Collaborations between startups and university where
student entrepreneurs can use the university
infrastructure (laboratories, space, equipment, etc.)
for their startup projects

start-tau

skills development
and training of
entrepreneurs with
Israel
collaboration
with business
leaders

Collaborations between universities and startups in
the field of promoting and training entrepreneurship
skills

Empreendedorismo

Skills
development,
entrepreneurship
promotion

Portugal

A University Entrepreneurship Programme designed
to coach students to go from Idea to Enterprise.
entrepreneurship.unidemi.com

NOVA

Madan Science
Parque

University
infrastructure for
students,
researchers
entrepreneurs

Portugal

Collaboration university - students - startups with
infrastructure, mentoring and incubation

NOVA

TechDays

Infrastructure and
Portugal
networking

Annual meet-up for tech-based startups and
companies - B2C and B2B collaboration and
networking, building start-up eco-system.
https://www.techdays.pt/en/techdays#

Spherik

BIU

NOVA

Romania

Collaborations between universities and startups in
the field of promoting and training entrepreneurship
skills

Romania

Collaborations between startups and universities
where student entrepreneurs can use the university
infrastructure (laboratories, space, equipment, etc.)
for their startup projects

Romania

Collaborations between startups and universities
where student entrepreneurs can use the university
infrastructure (laboratories, space, equipment, etc.)
for their startup projects

Romania

Israel

SBE

Ghent University

Spin-offs

Belgium

Spin-offs: Effective collaborations between
researchers and universities where researchers
commercialise their research work by establishing a
spin-off company
(https://www.ugent.be/techtransfer/en/support-foracademics/spin-off-advice/spinoffs.htm)

SBE

KU Leuven

Spin-offs

Belgium

Spin-offs: Effective collaborations between
researchers and universities where researchers
commercialise their research work by establishing a
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spin-off company
(https://lrd.kuleuven.be/en/spinoff/index)
Project X-ITE serves as a hub for transforming ideas
into projects, products and businesses — as well as a
headquarters for experiential learning focused on
entrepreneurial work.

EYIF

Project X-ite

skills development
Denver,
and trainng of
USA
entrepreneurs

EYIF

Mektory

skills development
and trainng of
Estonia
entrepreneurs

Support for student start-up companies during their
pre-incubation period by holding workshops and
competitions.

Demola

skills development
and trainng of
entrepreneurs with Hungary
collaboration with
business leaders

co-creation projects between industry experts from
leading companies and millennials from universities
linked to Demola

Team Academy

University
infrastructure for
student
entrepreneurs

Within Team academy students run their own
cooperative businesses and learn with real money
and real customers.

Startup
Campus BME

skills development
and trainng of
entrepreneurs with Hungary
collaboration with
business leaders

EM

EM

EM

Hungary

Cooperation model between incubator, university
and venture capitalist firm, training of participants
and idea validation
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Appendix C

MY-GATEWAY Best Practice Case Study – Startupjobs.cz
Focusing on cooperation with startups, universities, job seekers
Email: filip@startupjobs.cz

1. Background of the problem.
The main reason for creating the website was the lack of space for job offers for startups
only, because working for a startup is different than for corporations or small family
businesses.
Everything had begun when the founder was studying a college where he worked on
student projects under the leadership of big corporations, and at the same time, he helped
with the startup accelerator. There were big differences between these two worlds. He
was familiar with the startup world, and he had decided that he would like to be part of it.
At this moment it wasn´t possible to search for any job at the unique website dedicated to
startups only.
The reason for creating startupsjobs.cz was the lack of space for job offers for startups
only. Moreover, whoever wanted to find a startup job had to go through the sites
themselves, so the search was mostly suitable for those media-known. Startups are fastgrowing companies that often need to recruit new employees - and are looking for a
special kind of people who want to change the world. Not everyone wants to start their
project, but many like joining someone with a vision. Even though, many people still have
no idea what a startup is, this word is getting more and more known and therefore
popular.

2. Solutions
Startupjobs.cz is an online site linking startups with their future employees. It brings a list
of offers for those who want to try something different and start working for a startup. It
offers a single place for the presentation of job offers and startups looking for work force.
It promotes work for a startup as a fresh alternative to corporate work.
Startupjobs.cz is the internet portal of work in the Czech Republic and was launched in
2012. The portal is focused on offers from startups. Job seekers can find current jobs or
knowledge tests here. An applicant can create a profile to access a profile that is accessible
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to advertisers' personnel. Those interested in work as well as the general public can also
use knowledge tests from predominantly various technological fields (PHP, HTML, CSS, ...)
Solution description
•
•
•

Connecting job seekers with startups and innovative companies with ambitions and
real vision
The place where startups and innovative companies are looking for an exceptional kind
of people with an idea to change the work environment
Connecting businesses and job seekers who are afraid to start their own business but
want to join and help them
Programmes or initiatives which are running in the framework of the
solution/collaboration

•

The StartupJobs website was launched on June 27, 2012, and was created to find a
place for business startup jobs. In 2013, it received an investment from MITON
company. In 2014, the StartupMap.cz project created a map of Czech startups. At the
beginning of 2015, Hiri.cz and Hiri PRO were launching the projects Hiri.cz and Hiri PRO
in cooperation with the company, focusing on knowledge and psychometric testing. In
2018, StartupJobs.pl expands to Poland.
Set of skills participants developed and improved during the collaboration
2012 - StartupJobs.cz work portal
2013 - Running knowledge testing at StartupJobs.cz
2014 - Starting to create StartupMap.cz
2015 - Hiri PRO Knowledge and Psychometric Testing Tool
2015 - A tool for employees and job seekers Hiri.cz
2018 - Running the Polish version of StartupJobs.pl
2018 - Acquisition of StartupJobs.com
Unique activities established by the collaboration

•

StartupJobs.cz offers the possibility to write the knowledge tests. Tests are mainly
focused on programming languages (PHP, HTML, CSS, and so on). Each test lasts 20
minutes and consists of 20 questions and four options that are randomly generated
for each analysis. In 2014, 17,000 completed the knowledge tests.

2.1.

Key stakeholders
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Key players and persons involved in this collaboration are startups, SME´s, job seekers
and universities.
StartupJobs.com is a website - a working portal where startups and technology
companies meet top talents. Thanks to this, thousands of people have the chance to
become part of an exciting startup every year and grow up with them. In addition to
job offers and company profiles, at StartupJobs.cz you can also find a range of
knowledge tests where you can validate your knowledge and be proud of it in your
user profile and have a better chance of getting a super startup job.

There were identified four major problems with the following solution
• An easy way to talent
There are more than 19,000 talents in their database. The important thing among other things
is that people are not just looking for “some” work, but they also have fun.
• Show more from your business
With the new profile, firms can tell their story. Showcase how it looks at the company and
attract the best talents.
• Guarantee of Satisfaction
If less than three people are responding to offer, startupjobs.cz will refund money back to the
person´s account in the form of credit for other StartupJobs services.
• Individual approach
It is not focused on advertisements offers only, startupjobs.cz is able to prepare a solution for
companies. It is also possible to prefilter candidates manually or to create a particular page
for recruiting.

3. Challenges
•

Startupjobs.cz is a co-organizer of “Best Startup” which is a nationwide competition
that can be attended by a legal or natural person with a valid business license and a
maximum of three years of business history. These companies should be characterized
by their innovation, growth, positive influence on the society or sector in which they
operate. The contest addresses and evaluates successful startups, that is companies
that have a positive result on a financially operational site or an impressive growth, as
well as exciting story of the founders and the company itself.
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•

The competition is supported by Česká spořitelna, the StartupJobs.cz portal and the
Science, Research, Innovation Fair. They would like to extend their partnership to
universities as well. They are also trying to get the most exciting names from the ranks
of investors and experienced experts to the final jury.

•

Thanks to these competitions, there are created and deepened links between startups,
investors, financial institutions, universities and other stakeholders.

•

The main challenge is to improve cooperation between all relevant stakeholders,
especially with universities because there is a big potential for additional growth. At
this moment partnerships between startups and universities are generally weak. There
is little motivation for the creation of start-ups and spin-offs and collaboration with
companies born in universities as well as support entrepreneurial thinking and
behaviour for students because there are plenty of job opportunities with good wages.

•

Collaborations between startups and students are presented by attending startups at
universities fairs and introduce them their job (how to be successful, share their best
practices, motivate them for entrepreneurial behaviour, etc.), try to choose and hire
them.

4. Impact
•

•

The improvements will be coming in the future a lot, e.g. better categorisation of
startups and their offers, which will probably be the most significant change. Then the
English version and other larger or smaller site modifications that they plan to get
feedback on from both startups and job seekers.
More space will also be devoted to supporting startup work as such. The plan is to
have interviews with startups, both with shareholders and new employees to whom
they would introduce the startup work.

•

Startupjobs.cz has simple goals - creating a space where all interesting job offerings in
the startup are located in a single place, and where people who choose to find a startup
job find everything they need.

•

The goal is not to put people with abilities in huge corporations only, but to make them
work for startups, where they can do something meaningful and where they will have
the opportunity to change the world.
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Appendix D

MY-GATEWAY Best Practice Case Study – Manchester
Entrepreneurs
Introduction
Manchester Entrepreneurs is a student-led social enterprise and entrepreneurship society.
We connect students and graduates with start-ups and entrepreneurs, thus sparking a longlasting beneficial relationship between the stakeholder groups. We started as a university
society 10 years ago with the purpose of introducing students to the entrepreneurial
environment, whilst creating a community for everyone to meet, share ideas, and be
inspired. Today, we have over 5,000 members and we run 4 different programmes, with a
team of 35 students.
Problem
There are many needs that we have identified up to date. Having countless conversations
with students and graduates, we have realised that there are certain issues that could be
addressed within Manchester Entrepreneurs:
Lack of platform for entrepreneurial students and graduates to meet and share ideas,
thus the missed opportunity for collaboration opportunities. Lack of practical education for
students that can support their journeys as start-up founders. Lack of platform where
students and graduates can meet not only with fellow peers but be connected to the
ecosystem, thus opening up many more collaboration opportunities.
Lack of support for students to start up their own businesses. Main areas of muchdesired support include funding, expertise, connections (for collaboration as well as for
building a team) and a place to work from. Students who want to set up their own
businesses need help and guidance in all the above-mentioned areas to ensure the best
chance of success.
Lack of information and guidance on how students and graduates can start working
within start-ups. On the other hand, a shortage of channels and opportunities for start-ups
and scale-ups to tap into quality talent within the university ecosystems. This is often times
combined with the lack of experience in attracting, engaging with and recruiting young
talent. Another issue is constrained resources - start-ups usually have less available funds for
recruitment purposes compared to bigger corporations, who might possess the money that
can aid them in hiring students and graduates. There are also many inefficiencies in current
best practices used to attract students and graduates (e.g. university sponsorship, career
fairs, etc.), which start-ups cannot afford to pay for.
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Solution(s)
After identifying such problems, Manchester Entrepreneurs’ solution(s) materialised as 4
different programmes, each having started at different points of time along the way of the
10 years of operation:
Weekly events
The main purpose of these events is to connect students and graduates with contemporary
entrepreneurial issues and to offer them the tools to develop their own ideas to the stage
they desire. Usual themes are represented by start-up stories from founders, which offer a
glimpse in the life of an entrepreneur (good and bad), workshop to teach and develop skills
which are crucial for building and growing a business, and networking events, which connect
students and graduates with their peers and also with founders and start-ups to enhance
their mutual understanding, exchange expertise and build future long-lasting relationships.
What Next? Conference
Our flagship event of the year, bringing young entrepreneurial minds together from all over
the UK to Manchester. Putting everything of what we do into a whole day conference.
AccelerateME
The only student-led, pre-seed, equity-free, industry-agnostic accelerator within the UK. The
program lasts 12 weeks and it offers students the opportunity to access up to £2000 equityfree cash, office space and mentorship/expertise from Manchester Entrepreneurs partners,
to help the start-ups get to the next level of growth. The programme ends with a Demo Day,
where all start-ups from the year’s cohort showcase their achievements to investors,
mentors, potential partners and other accelerators in their industry, as well as influencers
within the Manchester ecosystem.

HireME
A recruitment platform designed to suit both students, graduates and start-ups to helps
nurture connections. Created with the process of job applications in mind, it offers the most
effective way for students to obtain their ideal job. HireME started from the desire of
students and graduates to work in exciting early-stage businesses. At the same time, we
realised that there is a growing number of start-ups who are looking to engage with the
student/graduate community. We connect the dots.
Today’s students, especially within the university environment, are offered a structure of
their courses which is built to prepare the most suitable employee for today’s corporations.
Students and graduates are constantly bombarded by the university, but also their peers, to
follow this common path of finding a job that offers certainty and ensured safety for the long
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term. Although we understand that this career path might benefit and suit some students
more, we realised that there are many pupils who would be eager to work in early-stage
businesses, because it can often time offer more responsibilities, better learning options and
more rapid promotion opportunities (among others). Even if someone wants to work for a
corporate on the long run, earning valuable practical experience in start-ups can support
students and graduates greatly.
A common problem for early-stage businesses previously identified is represented by the
lack of communication channels and expertise when acquiring talent. We aim to solve these
problems by opening these communications channels (through our job boards, events, etc.)
and advising companies on how to best run effective, cost-efficient recruitment campaigns.
There are two parts that come together to create HireME:
1)

Platform: an online job board where candidates meet employers

2)

Advisory:

a.
Start-ups: consultancy services designed to help early stage businesses to engage
with students and graduates in the most efficient, cost-effective way, offering tailor-made
solutions based on real needs
b.
Students: career advice services which tackle the lack of information and expertise of
students when applying for jobs. We guide them through the process by offering
CV/LinkedIn, Cover Letter and Mock Interview feedback sessions
Key Stakeholders
Key partners/stakeholders within this collaboration are students and graduates, universities,
start-ups and scale-ups, early-stage investors, accelerators and incubators within the
ecosystem (with a focus on Manchester and London).
For students and graduates, main incentives to join Manchester Entrepreneurs and any of its
programmes include, but not limited to: learning new skills, meeting new people and build
mutually beneficial relationships (both with peers and external individuals/organisations),
being part of an engaged, supportive community, receive support in building a business and
getting information and education to able to work within exciting start-ups. Universities
support Manchester Entrepreneurs to provide these opportunities for their pupils.
For start-ups, scale-ups, early-stage investors, accelerators, incubators, and related
organisations, there are many incentives to partner with Manchester Entrepreneurs, which
can include, but not limited to: increasing brand awareness/exposure, building mutually
beneficial relationships, attracting, engaging with and ultimately sourcing quality talent and
giving back (altruistic motivations).
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Key Challenges
Our organisation is fully led by students, with a rotational management structure
(management changes each year), which is one of our main principles and value-adding
policies. However, this also comes with a couple of challenges. We find it challenging to
make our organisation sustainable and find quality talent each year – our activities require
expertise and some kind of experience relating to the roles, which students need to have to
run our programmes effectively. We find that sometimes there is a great variation in quality
year on year, as a result of the differences in leadership each year, in various aspects.
To resolve this, we have recently set up an advisory board with key stakeholders involved,
grown the team from 11 to 35 to allow career progression within the organisation (we have
associates, leaders and co-presidents, through which we want outstanding members to
progress) and made sure there are enough quality training opportunities for the team.
Although Manchester Entrepreneurs receives financial support from university sponsors, as
well as some government funding and charitable donations for its programme
AccelerateME, we have financial limitations over what we can do. Our leadership does not
receive any direct material reimbursement, and all members work voluntarily. This creates a
challenge when attracting talent and also in some cases exclude potential hires as most roles
have at least a part-time role workload. Because each executive team member attends
university, has many responsibilities within their studies, in some cases involved with other
student-led organisations or paid jobs, available workload can be limited, potentially
deteriorating quality delivered.
To resolve this, we are aiming to increase our funding and have flexible workloads. Although
we do not plan to create paid positions, we do have established roles that require various
experiences and working hours, thus allowing potential candidates and member to work
less/more, depending on how involved they want to be. We also have many “employee
perks” for our executive team members to better attract talent.
In addition to these, we are constantly looking for ways to improve and better solve these
challenges.
Impact
Due to the nature of our activities, it’s quite hard to measure all impact. So far, we have
grown our membership base to over 5000 members in total, which includes students,
graduates and entrepreneurs, who all benefit from our activities and events. Main success
factors include these stakeholders forming value-adding partnerships between each other
and developing various transferable skills, such as team working, communication,
presentation, leadership, among others. As a result of our educational activities, members
gain knowledge on various topics that might support them in their careers, no matter what
field they go into. Although we measure how many participants we involve each year and in
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total, we cannot measure the impact of our community forming these relationships and
learning/developing such skills.
Up to date, through AccelerateME, we have accelerated 26 start-ups, out of which 16 is still
active. They have raised a total of £2,200,000 follow-on funding and created 44 jobs. We
have supported several social enterprises who have created enormous social impact. In
total, 48 student and graduate funders were involved. Even if their start-ups have failed, the
learning(s) through their experience(s) could be invaluable in succeeding in the next
venturing experience, or in their jobs.
In terms of employability, we have facilitated an unknown number of hires of students and
graduates in start-ups. As a result of the realisation that we became the connector between
these two groups, we have set up HireME, which provides a more efficient way of facilitating
this interaction. We have organised many career-focused events, as well as start-ups can
hire through our platform. We are in the early stages but received positive feedback, with
600+ visitors on our website so far and more than 20 jobs advertised. We see enormous
potential in HireME, both as a revenue generation programme for Manchester
Entrepreneurs and as a go-to platform for students, graduates and start-ups to find each
other – having a great social impact in terms of start-up/scale-ups being able to grow as well
as for employability factors for our students and graduates.
Moving forward, we plan to improve all of our initiatives and programmes to expand our
reach – benefit more young individuals, accelerate more student founders, and create the
no. 1 student and graduate recruitment platform for start-ups. In addition, we are constantly
looking for problems to solve, thus expanding our offerings and catering for a wider
community.
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Appendix E

Name of the Collaboration/Initiative:
Names of Stakeholders: Madan Parque
Contact Information (Email/Telephone):
info@madanparque.pt
Inventors Street
2825-182 CAPARICA
210 438 600

1. Background of the problem
Madan Parque is a science and technology park established in 1995. and active since early
2000, whose mission is to play an interface role between academia and businesses. The core
activities consist of the promotion of NTBFs and its acceleration, as well as the development
of knowledge intensive projects within its region of influence. Madan Parque is in the physical
proximity of FCT-UNL (Faculty of Sciences and Technology of the University of Lisbon), the
most important stakeholder of Madan Parque. Faculty of Science and Technology is also a
shareholder of Madan Parque.
The local innovation ecosystem comprises of several actors, from University, governmental
institutions, start-ups to local companies, but in particular UNINOVA, a research organization
with wide experience in Electronics and Telecommunications, ICT and Management Systems,
Robotics and Manufacturing.
One of the ecosystem - industry problem was to connect talent (educated at University) with
industry demands, and create a physical and innovative place that can serve as a full one stop
shop for start-up support, where Madan Parque now serves as a provider of needed services.
Madan Parque was established as a unique opportunity in the ecosystem to provide solutions
to students, individuals and companies with a need to start a business (using the incubation
and acceleration program) or in need of addition business support in different areas.
In order to reduce the problem of students first entrepreneurial experience and to provide
more practical entrepreneurship experience, Madan Parque together with FCT is one of the
organisers of University Entrepreneurship Programme. University Entrepreneurship
Programme is designed to support students go from Idea to Enterprise. Each year, in the
weeks on January and February, over 1000 students on the FCT Campus have the opportunity
to create their start-up ideas and develop their entrepreneurial skills.
5. Solutions
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Madan Parque is facility directly connected to the FCT and provides mentoring and full startup, company support and services in terms of business development activities for
the benefit of the incubated companies through:
A) privileged access to the network of partners (national and international)
B) identification of potential customers, including nationals;
C) identification of potential funds at national and international level
A very valuable and unique solution that Madan Parque offers are the experienced UNINOVA
research teams as well as the proficiency of FCT-UNL's Departments of Electrical and
Computer Engineering for start-up and companies in demand for various services whose core
business is very focused on ICT-based products and services, though not exclusively.
As accelerator, Madan Parque offers following solutions supported by a multitude of
services structured in 5 business areas:
1)INCUBATION - Basic services;
2) COACHING - Training and Market-Oriented Events;
3) SEED CAPITAL - Investors Network, raising of investment funds to finance
incubated companies;
4) INTERNATIONAL - Support Services for Internationalization and Cooperative
Projects and
5) LABs - Bridging Innovation with FCT-UNL.
Most of collaboration with Universities in terms of the promotion of tech-entrepreneurship
has an international dimension (mainly EU). It is the case of several Erasmus+ projects
("OTMET", "360 Degrees of Entrepreneurship" and "BLUES") + the COSME-funded
project "EYE on Europe 2021" (Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs).

Support to university students and entrepreneurship developing
As mentioned previously, Madan Parque is in fully capacity an accelerator, incubator with
couching and entrepreneurship programs for UNI NOVA students, researchers and other
university experts.
A free co-working space is located within UNINOVA Facilities in which recent graduates are
welcomed to develop their business idea. Most of the cases are supported by the StartUP
Voucher founded by Portugal Government.
Depending on the type of collaboration or services provided by Madan Parque, the following
skill set can be implemented or developed through our programs:
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-

Entrepreneurial skills following lean start-up methodology, design thinking, ideation,
experimentation, innovation, team-work, financial and digital skills.
Skills as leadership, collaboration, communication and networking as part of the
incubation or acceleration program and star-up events
Wide range of technical skills by working in ICT start-ups, or specific science areas in
Electronics and Telecommunications, ICT and Management Systems, Robotics and
Manufacturing.

Through University Entrepreneurship Programme (in which Madan Parque is also one of the
organisers), students are directly developing their skills, interests and experiences in following
areas:
-

Idea Generation and Validation
Design Thinking
Strategy and Protection of Intellectual Property: Patents, models and technical
formalizations
Management of Entrepreneurship Projects: Planning, Communication and Motivation
Leadership and Team Building
Marketing and Innovation to develop new products and businesses
Application of Business Model Canvas
Business Plan and Techno-Financial Analysis
Financial and Incentive Systems
Growth Management and Intrapreuneurship
Investors' Vision
5.1.

Key stakeholders

Besides FCT, the shareholder group also includes 2 Municipal Councils,
namely Almada (founder) and Seixal (enrolled at a later stage). These municipalities have set
up local incubators whose management is also supported by Madan Parque.
Madan Parque as a CMO (Cluster Management Organisation) designed with the purpose of
contributing to the welfare of the sub-region it pertains to.
Main partner and key stakeholder/shareholder is Faculty of Science and Technology as an
institution. Since majority of services in Madan Parque is focused on students and researcher
of FCT, key stakeholders are all students, researchers, experts, professors of the FCT. Including
the local ecosystems, stakeholders are also start-ups in the facility, spin-offs, research centres,
FCT-UNL alumni, all companies and start-ups in the community, governmental and nongovernmental institutions.
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Within the collaborations of the tech park, some of the partners are EU BLUES project
partners, as well as TU Eindhoven, TU München, Politecnico di Milano and Istanbul Kultur
University. Partnerships above include also several STPs, Incubators and Accelerators.

As Madan Parque offers a variety of products and services, there are number of reasons why
participants work with the Parque, but main are start-up/company/innovation/Technology
transfer development of products/services or skills in all business area development.

6. Challenges
Main challenge is to provide needed in time support for every mentioned area of the
technology park which means have all the responsible knowledge base and technology as an
answer. To mitigate this challenge, we directly collaborate with faculty members in different
roles, professors, researcher, students and our active business community. All the mentioned
stakeholders are also partners to the technological park and through valuable partnership
relationships, all stakeholders through active knowledge and technology transfers gain value
in Caparica innovative ecosystem.

7. Impact
As technology-based incubator, it is important to note the role of filling the gaps between
research institutions and industry. As Madan Parque is directly connected with FCT and
research centres of the Faculty, the role of the Parque is to downsize the gap.
With successful implementation the accelerator program, start-ups and spin-off can develop
the business models at the facility. Also, in this capacity, Madan Parque can be recognised as
a platform of connecting/networking talent demand and industry need of specific industrial
areas provided by research canter (from Manufacturing to Robotics) and in this way
transferring technology models.
The model, faculty - research centre – talents – technology incubator serves as a value
providing model for all stakeholders.
Direct outcomes of the collaborations within the Madan Parque are number of new founded
start-ups, different collaboration, spin-off, investments in companies. As technology based
incubator, entrepreneurship skills and technical skills are mainly developed through the
programs.
Madan Parque hosts +50 companies distributed within different programs. There is a small
group of spin-off companies nurtured from research teams affiliated to FCT NOVA and
UNINOVA, who belong to the group of shareholders (4 in total) and are the ones located in
the vicinity of the CMO.
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Appendix F
Name of the Collaboration/Initiative: MicroSpray Technologies Ltd
Student Start-up out of University College London
Names of Stakeholders (Universities, businessess, organisations, etc.): University, start-up
Contact Information (Email/Telephone): salman@microspraytechnologies.com

8. Background of the problem
Current particle manufacturing technologies have been relatively unchanged in the past several
decades with few innovations. This imposes technological limits on what the industry is able to
achieve and offer in their product offering. Two significant limitations are on the size of achievable
particles which typically take an extended period of time to produce and are costly as well as the
poor control over particle size during production, which leads to poor performance.
Due to current demand for high performance materials, and the slow pace at which industry adopts
new manufacturing capabilities, there is a gap in the market for process which is capable of achieving
high precision powders within a relatively short and cost effective timescale.
The reasons for the slow adoption of novel technologies is partly due to the heavy investment in
existing technology and infrastructure which produce solutions which have been deemed “good
enough”. In particular, one heavy user of particles is the pharmaceutical industry which has
traditionally been a slow adopter, often preferring to acquire novel solutions to problems rather than
develop them inhouse.

9. Solutions
- Please describe the solution/your best practice?
We are developing and commercialising a novel spray-manufacturing process that can costeffectively manufacture particles and currently outperforms the technologies currently
available in the market and in industry.
- What programmes or initiatives are run in the framework of the
solution/collaboration?
To support initiatives and collaborations for this start-up, we have received support from a
prestigious Enterprise Fellowship from The Royal Society of Edinburgh. Programmes like this
are invaluable to startup founders graduating from university.
- In what ways does the initiative benefit students, universities and startups?
Encourages and builds a strong ecosystem of new businesses solving complex problems using
innovative solutions. The initiatives can benefit students in learning about business, become
future leaders of tomorrow, and cultivating the next-generation of highly specialised jobs.
- What skills set did the participants develop or improve during the collaboration (e.g.
soft skills as communication and/or some hard/technical skills?)
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Communication to speak confidently with stakeholders, potential investors and other
companies. There was also knowledge exchange between parties to share know-how that can
be used to technically and commercially drive the business forward.
9.1.

Key stakeholders

Who are the key actors or partners in the collaboration (businesses, incubator centres,
startups, students, universities)?
Universities that encourage student entrepreneurship and support early-stage businesses.
Incubators that have been developed by universities also play a major role in supporting the
early yet challenging growth for start-ups.
- What are the reasons for the participants in the collaboration to participate in this
particular collaboration?
-

Creation of jobs, develop a unique set of skills, recognition, reputation.

10. Challenges
- What challenges do universities/startups/students face in their entrepreneurship
ecosystems?
Need to provide startup capital to early-stage businesses, this could come in the form of grant
funding or equity investments. The university could also launch its own venture arm for
startup funding.
- What were the key challenges within this initiative?
Lack expertise and the right team to execute.
May not fit within the scope and vision of the university.
Funding.
Need enough interest from students to make it worthwhile.
- Were there any problems that were not resolved? If yes, why?
- How did the collaboration resolve the issues of startups/universities/students?
- What mistakes did your collaboration make along the way and how did you ultimately
learn from them?
Generally starting up as first-time founder, it is easy to make ‘beginners’ errors and therefore
this could come in the form of lack of legal advice or even not properly tracking expenses,
which could be easily resolved using proper accounting practices or hiring an accountant with
reasonable startup fees.
11. Impact
- What were the outcomes of the collaboration?
A multi-award winning startup was founded that was launched by the student at the end of
his studies at University.
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The founder has gone on to build a team, received investor backing and public funding from
innovation bodies in the UK.
Creation of entrepreneurs that will create jobs in the future and strengthen the UK economy
and further encourager startup activity.
- What skills were mostly developed through the initiative?
Commercial and business skills. The business can now use the skills developed from the launch
of this startup and translate these skills into other potential future opportunities/ventures.
- How is the impact of the programme measured?
Funding raised.
Number of employees, i.e. the number of jobs created as a result.
Economic impact of the business on the economy.
- What plans or ideas do you have in place to maintain the momentum of the
collaboration?
Tap into resources where possible, maintain a healthy and life-long relationship with the
academics at the university.
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Appendix G
Name of the Collaboration/Initiative: Innovation Jam Start:up Maribor
Names of Stakeholders (Universities, businessess, organisations, etc.):
Contact Information (Email/Telephone):
IRP (Start:up Maribor & Start:up Slovenia)
ales.zorc@irp.si, +38641281427

1. Background of the problem
In early stages of their development, start-ups face a severe lack of concrete references or
track record, which in turn means that they have a hard time acquiring external funds to fuel
their growth. Consequently, the start-ups have to utilise innovative strategies and tactics to
raise funds. An established mean of raising funds among start-ups is by trying to generate
income either by (pre)selling products and/or services as soon as possible or by seeking
additional income streams (e.g. renting out equipment). This is known as “bootstrapping” or
“self-funding”. Getting access to “premium” clients, such as large corporations, is a significant
challenge for start-ups, which seek funding or “bootstrap” by providing services.
On the other hand, the highly competitive environments in which they operate require the
corporations to put into practice open innovation techniques so that they can keep up with
the latest trends in their respective industries. Finding the right partner for open innovation is
a time-consuming and costly process for corporations.
2. Solutions
-

Please describe the solution/your best practice?
What programmes or initiatives are run in the framework of the
solution/collaboration?
In what ways does the initiative benefit students, universities and startups?
What skills set did the participants develop or improve during the collaboration (e.g.
soft skills as communication and/or some hard/technical skills?)
What unique activates does the collaboration offer?

Innovation Jam is an innovative approach to bring together innovation teams from
corporations or other established companies and the best designers and developers from the
start-up environment. The purpose of the two-day event is to develop and validate a new
business model and develop a digital prototype for a digital product.
On the first day, the innovation teams develop and validate a new business model with the
help of design thinking experts. On the second day they are joined by so called prototyping
duos (one designer + one software developer), which help them to develop a digital prototype
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of a digital product. This allows the innovation teams to get from the idea to a prototype in
only two days.
2.1. Key stakeholders
The key actors are:
- corporations, which seek new innovative products and services;
- start-ups and their teams, which form prototyping duos;
- students, which are also invited to be part of the prototyping duos;
- universities, which can help promote the event and the opportunities it provides to
students (e.g. employment);
- incubator as the facilitator.
The collaboration allows the corporations to get a comprehensive insight into lean and agile
innovation, and rapid prototyping techniques that are usually employed by start-ups.
The prototyping duos are able to meet corporations, which can become their clients or
business partners.

3. Challenges
- What challenges do universities/startups/students face in their entrepreneurship
ecosystems?
- What were the key challenges within this initiative?
- Were there any problems that were not resolved? If yes, why?
- How did the collaboration resolve the issues of startups/universities/students?
- What mistakes did your collaboration make along the way and how did you ultimately
learn from them?
The collaboration provides a win-win opportunity for the key actors involved – new
“premium” clients for the start-ups and new business and development partners for
corporations.
4. Impact
The outcomes of the collaboration are new business connections and partnerships between
corporations and start-ups. In addition, students in the prototyping duos had a chance to meet
potential employers – start-ups and corporations.
The collaboration helped the corporations to learn the key skills start-ups use to develop their
products and services and business models: design thinking, business model generation, lean
and agile development techniques etc. On the other hand, the start-ups had a chance to learn
more about how development processes run in large corporations.
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The impact of the programme is measured mainly by the feedback provided by the
participants and the number of new business collaborations that stemmed out of the
programme.
Plans for organizing new Innovation Jams are already set into motion.
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Appendix H
Name of the Collaboration/Initiative:
Names of Stakeholders (Universities, businesses, organisations, etc.): KU LEUVEN Research &
Development (LRD)
Contact Information (Email/Telephone):

1. Background of the problem
In Belgium, universities are public bodies that have ownership over every invention and every
technology that was developed by researchers while working for that specific university. One
of the assignments of each university is to commercialise these new developments whenever
possible. However, a university can not simply give government aid to a company, and that is
where at KU Leuven the Tech Transfer Department LRD comes in.
LRD aims to increase innovation through a wide variety of interactions and mechanisms:
facilitating collaborative and contract research, creating start-ups, managing intellectual
property, developing science parks & incubators and fostering regional development.
Their ambition is to operate at the frontier of the Triple Helix, where knowledge centres,
industry and government mutually reinforce each other with regards to innovation and
entrepreneurship. They creatively design and develop highly novel, dedicated knowledge
transfer platforms that foster and leverage collaborative research. This way, the KU Leuven
aims to create a fair return on the investments society is making in education, science and
innovation.

2. Solutions
Technology transfer does not just happen. It requires a coordinated interplay between
researchers, the experts of the tech transfer office and the partners. The efforts at KU
Leuven have produced results. In 2017 alone, more than 3.100 new agreements were
managed by LRD. Over the last thirteen years, the spin-off companies of KU Leuven have
raised € 927 million of capital, which has resulted in a stronger regional high-tech
economy. Thomson Reuters ranked KU Leuven as Europe’s most innovative university in
2016, 2017 and 2018.
LRD consists of a multidisciplinary team of over 100 experts who guide researchers in their
interactions with industry and society and help them to best leverage the societal and
economic potential of their research.
LRD integrates four main tech transfer activities:
• LRD manages all research collaboration agreements between the university and
industry, varying from small consulting assignments commissioned by a company
to long term research projects.
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•

LRD helps researchers to protect their intellectual property and devise appropriate
strategies for transferring the intellectual property from the university to industry,
thus ensuring that innovation from research at KU Leuven finds its way into society.
After an invention is disclosed, IP officers assist researchers in assessing the
patentability and market potential of the invention, applying for a patent, finding
companies that have the resources to bring the technology to market, and licensing
the patented technology.
• Spin-off companies are new business ventures that exploit research results, knowhow and IP developed within the university. LRD assists researchers during the
start-up phase and guides them through the process of translating a business idea
into a real company. LRD’s extensive network of local and international investors
and business angels can also help researchers to raise sufficient funding. The first
years after foundation, LRD typically maintains close ties with the spin-off company
to support growth. LRD stimulates the creation of new spin-off companies by giving
entrepreneurs the appropriate guidance and access to the KU Leuven Gemma
Frisius Seed Capital Fund. 124 high-tech companies have been created thus far,
directly employing more than 6.700 people. The university invested €11,5 million
in its spin-off companies in the period from 2005 to 2017, and € 927 million of
external capital was raised.
• LRD plays an important role in the knowledge-driven regional economic
development. They are involved in planning, setting up and managing incubators,
science parks and business centres, which provide state-of-the-art lab and office
spaces for innovative spin-off companies as well as international researchintensive companies. Together, the three Leuven science parks constitute a
technology belt around the city.
Within the university structure, a unique decision and incentive mechanism has been
implemented. Researchers can form LRD research divisions, through which they can manage
their technology transfer activities in an autonomous but supported way, and foster
innovation and entrepreneurship in combination with high-level research and education.
These divisions stimulate interdisciplinary collaborations by allowing researchers to cooperate
across the boundaries of departments and faculties.
Companies, both SMEs and multinationals, often turn to the university to answer part of their
R&D needs, instead of performing the whole process themselves. When researchers
collaborate with industry, LRD sets up collaboration agreements which take into account the
interests of all parties involved.
Specifically for European consortium projects, LRD guides researchers in administrative,
financial and legal matters during the entire project life cycle.
LRD also provides access to incubation & seed financing. Without financing, numerous
promising R&D projects would not even have the chance to realise an industrial proof-ofconcept or produce a convincing prototype for the market. The KU Leuven Industrial Research
Fund, financed by the Flemish Government, supports innovative R&D projects with clear
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industrial or societal applications. In addition, LRD has created several specialised incubation
instruments in order to meet the need for financing projects at an early stage of development.

a. Key stakeholders
Key stakeholders at LRD are the researchers that are working at the university. They come to
LRD for support in all technology and knowledge transfer related matters. From their first
steps in the discovery process to the eve of presenting new results, researchers can contact
LRD to discuss the options that will best leverage the commercial potential of their research.

3. Challenges
How to make spinning-off successful:
• Put together a highly motivated and complementary team that has both research
expertise and management skills.
• Start from a sound and sufficiently validated scientific and technological basis.
• Determine an appropriate intellectual property strategy and evaluate freedom-tooperate.
• Build on a product or service that addresses a clear and validated market need.
• Elaborate a sound and convincing value proposition and business plan.
• Secure a significantly strong consortium of investors.
• Maintain good relationships with the research groups from which the spin-off
company originates.
4. Impact
LRD was established in 1972 as one of the first technology transfer offices in Europe. Ever
since, LRD has been building bridges between science and industry. By transferring
knowledge and technologies to society and the marketplace, LRD advances the impact of
research results on people’s lives around the globe. LRD had developed a solid tradition of
collaborating with industry, securing and licensing intellectual property rights and creating
spin-off companies.
124 high-tech companies have been created thus far, directly employing more than 6.700
people. The university invested €11,5 million in its spin-off companies in the period from
2005 to 2017, and € 927 million of external capital was raised.
LRD is an active partner in setting up networking initiatives and technology clusters such
as DSP Valley and LSEC, which focus on digital signal processing and IT Security
respectively. LRD is also a pioneering partner of Leuven MindGate, which brands the
Leuven region internationally as a premier destination for R&D, high-tech business
development and innovation.
LRD is one of the key players in ELAt, the Eindhoven (NL) – Leuven (B) – Aachen (D) triangle.
ELAt aims to foster the knowledge economy in Europe through cross-border and
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interregional cooperation. In addition, together with the biomedical clusters of Cambridge
(UK) and Heidelberg (D), Leuven has formed the Health Axis Europe alliance to foster
health innovation across Europe.
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Appendix I
Name of the Collaboration/Initiative: Project X-Cite
Names of Stakeholders (Universities, businesses, organisations, etc.): University of Denver
Contact Information (Email/Telephone): projectxite@du.edu

1. Background of the problem
This section should describe the identified problem that was the base to start the initiative. It
should highlight the problem, motivations and background information.
Lifelong Innovation
Project X-ITE seeks to support Faculty who are interested in reimagining their curriculum in
ways that support an innovation mindset. To this end, Faculty Innovation Fellows are
currently creating Curriculum-X, an Innovation and Design Lab that will help DU faculty
imagine, design, and implement nontraditional forms of curriculum to ignite and develop
students’ innovative mindset.
Project X-ITE recognizes that not all students want to start their own companies. In this vein,
we support students who seek to innovate at larger companies or launch a career at a
startup. X-ITE provides these students with events, programs, and activities that instill an
innovator’s mindset while making deep connections to the innovation ecosystem beyond
the University. In 2019, Project X-ITE will pilot a Consultancy program that will bring together
Faculty- led, cross-disciplinary teams of students to work on projects with local and national
companies.
These team-based experiential opportunities help prepare students for myriad innovative
careers across industries.
Student ventures
From ideation to proof-of-concept to funding and scaling, Project X-ITE supports students
through all stages of launching a startup venture. We do this through a coordinated series of
curricular and co-curricular learning environments, mentoring, networking, and funding
opportunities. Our physical spaces – the X-Lab (powered by the Daniels College of Business),
and the Innovation Floor (powered by the Ritchie School of Engineering & Computer
Science) -- bring students together to collaborate with like-minded individuals across the DU
campus. Additionally, Project X-ITE offers long-term programming to support student
ventures through Incubator X (an incubator for early stage ideas) and Pioneering Summer (a
10- week residential accelerator program).
2. Solutions
This section examines how the collaboration initiatives and programmes address the
previously identified challenges and key stakeholders as part of the solution.
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Incubator X program
Offered in collaboration with the Innovation Floor at the Ritchie School of Engineering &
Computer Science, this program supports students who want to test their ideas and
determine their readiness to launch a company. This experience will help students develop
and determine the potential of their ideas, igniting and stoking the innovator’s mindset.
XLR8 Grants
A micro-grant program that gives grants up to $500 for student startups to test the viability
of a venture idea or take their venture to the next level. Applicants submit 90 second video
pitches. Grant recipients report back on progress after three months.
Pioneering Summer
A 10-week accelerator for student-led ventures that includes dedicated mentors, mentoring
sessions, stipends for housing and business, networking events, and internship support. Past
student-led ventures have connected with major firms to beta test products and have
received seed funding from local venture firms.
X-Lab and Innovation Floor
The X-Lab is a co-working space for student entrepreneurs on the University of Denver
campus. This hub provides students with the space and tools to collaborate with other
entrepreneurs across various disciplines. The Innovation Floor includes a fully equipped
maker space with 3D printers, soldering equipment, workshops, and more!
The Social
An annual summit held in collaboration with the Graduate School of Social Work. The Social
brings together thought leaders, practitioners, and students of social impact for immersive
ideation, learning, and action in social innovation and entrepreneurship. Workshops include
different tracks such as innovation, design, and funding.
Speaker series: Studio X & The Forum
Studio X featured student focused dialogues with local entrepreneurs, providing intimate
discussions giving insight into the startup world. The Forum featured a carefully curated
series of panel talks. Through student feedback, the most relevant speakers were brought in
to ensure we best addressed students’ interests.
Key stakeholders
The main stakeholders are the students that are involved in the activities and the University
partners that are collaborating in the different programs offering guidance and mentorship.
3. Challenges
A brief summary of the challenges and limitations faced by students, startups and universities
that can be addressed by the collaboration.
4. Impact
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The final part of the case study summarises the overall progress of the practice, outcomes
that could be replicated in other ecosystems. In addition, possible next steps should be
discussed to maintain the momentum, monitor success and create new initiatives.
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Appendix J
Name of the Collaboration/Initiative: Startup Campus - Budapest University of Technology
and Economics - Powered by Hiventures
Names of Stakeholders (Universities, businesses, organisations, etc.): Startup Campus –
Budapest University of Technology and Economics – Powered by Hiventures
Contact Information (Email/Telephone): bertalan.rusz@startupcampus.hu/ +36302505910

1. Background of the problem
Everything started with a self-reflection, a concrete acknowledgement of the limits that the
Hungarian ecosystem was facing. We noticed how in Hungary there is a wide range of
possibilities, but talented people are not aware of them. They do not have a clear vision how
to start running a startup, and they are not conscious of all the opportunities they can take
advantage of or where to search for directions. Additionally, in Hungary there is a mismatch
between the country’s culture and the startup culture. There was the need of initiating
something that could change the mind of young people and encourage them to become
entrepreneurs and do not fear the challenge.
2. Solutions
We approached this problem with Hiventures and the Budapest University of Technology and
Economics by developing a program where students could learn what the startup culture is,
as well as learn about and from successful examples such as Silicon Valley and the Israel
startup ecosystem. All this was integrated with an already tested methodology and active
mentoring from our side covering subjects from team building through business and financial
modelling all to way to investor pitching. In this way, students acquired knowledge about the
existing opportunities in Hungary and felt free to share their own ideas with us. Moreover, the
initiative assists them in entering first the local market, and then the EU and global ones.
Startup Campus - Budapest University of Technology and Economics represents a unique case
of its kind in Hungary: this is the first time an incubator built such a program in cooperation
with a VC, university and corporates.
In turn, this fruitful cooperation can become a virtuous example and raise the interest of other
Universities.
a. Key stakeholders
-

Who are the key actors or partners in the collaboration (businesses, incubator centres,
startups, students, universities)?
What are the reasons for the participants in the collaboration to participate in this
particular collaboration?
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-

What actions did the participants in the collaboration take to overcome the previously
identified problems?

Startup Campus cooperates with Hiventures (a state VC), Budapest University of Technology
and Economics – which disposes of academic background and a wide pool of talents - and
succeed in engaging corporates such as Morgan Stanley and PwC. As regards the future, the
goal is to engage even more corporates and increase the number of partners. The initiative
already received requests for cooperation from other Universities in Hungary and plans to
involve international collaborators.

3. Challenges
The initiative primarily engaged early-stage startups. Therefore, the main challenge is to
address the startups’ needs in the future. The real question is how Startup Campus and the
partnering universities will assist and support startups in joining the market and applying for
their follow up investments and scaling up to the global stage. Startup Campus and the
Budapest University of Technology and Economics are well-aware that their work does not
stop now, but the real challenges will arise in the future and they are ready to support our
startups. Luckily, so far, all the startups have been successful and continued to thrive after
they finished the program, thus the “survival rate” is high.

4. Impact
Overall, the initiative was very successful: more than 30 applications within a few weeks were
received, demonstrating the huge interest existing among students. Our long-term goal is to
change the entrepreneurship culture in Hungary, bring our startups to international success.
We measure the extent of the impact by looking at the number of startups, their growth, the
survival rates and by stocktaking the number of startups that can survive international
competition and how much, in terms of investments, they attempt to obtain from
international investors.
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Appendix K
Name of the Collaboration/Initiative: Innovation Labs
Names of Stakeholders: Tech Lounge Association
Contact Information (Email/Telephone):
contact@innovationlabs.ro
0040-741-106111
www.innovationlabs.ro

1. Background of the problem
- What was the problem you wanted to solve?
Problems identified: Low number of startups, migration of talents, brain drain (together
with the biggest migration of Romanians in the history), outsourcing market orientation
to the detriment of business development, the need to validate MVPs to market
requirements.
Additional aspects: low level of cooperation and team work, low capacity to generate
prototypes and solutions, low level of communication and media promotion capacity, low
access to expertise (mentors), low access to finance
- What was the motivation/need for the problem to be solved?
Reality: In Romanian universities in general and in technical ones in particular, students
are very well prepared, but the collaboration of the university with the business
environment is still at a very low level. Moreover, the tech business environment in
Romania has increased in the last decade mainly by providing outsourcing services.
Considering this context, the project's intent is to connect the academic environment with
the business area to encourage students to develop their own business in the technical
field and to move from the outsourcing paradigm to the entrepreneurship and
solution/product development and at local level
Nowadays, entrepreneurship is becoming more appealing to young people in technical
faculties, and more and more of them want to start a business on their own rather than
work for others in the corporation. Innovation Labs is the place where students learn from
experts about startup life, about decisions to be taken daily, and about the challenges
that arise all the time.
- What issues did you identify in your entrepreneurship ecosystem that hinder the
development, growth and scale up of stakeholders (e.g. lack of R&D, skilled employees,
lack of financial support, infrastructure etc.)?
- lack of entrepreneurial support infrastructure
- low level of involvement and cooperation of universities in business area
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- low level of cooperation and collaboration between the entrepreneurs and talents
(students)
- lack of financial support
- difficult access to expertise (mentors) and successful entrepreneurs
- lack of training in product design and testing
- a lot of paper work for using the R&D financing instruments and the academic
infrastructure
- the educational curriculum does not provide a set of knowledge and skills tailored to
market dynamics
- lack of interdisciplinary education in the entrepreneurial area, combining technical skills
with financial, marketing, public communication skills etc.

2. Solutions
- Please describe the solution/your best practice?
Innovation Labs is a (national coverage) pre-acceleration tech program, an applied
educational program, intended for young people (students as target) who want to put
their entrepreneurial ideas into practice. It focuses on 4 main directions:
Prototype Development: Innovation Labs invites young professionals to explore the
potential of bleeding-edge technologies to solve real problems, for real people - by
transforming an idea into a MVP (Minimum Viable Product).
Partnership: Program partners open for participants an arena for experimenting with
dedicated IT&C solutions and infrastructures of the future, creating a framework where
students explore and catch the interest of partners with their insight and potential.
Media Exposure: Innovation Labs guides teams in improving their graphic design,
presentation skills and media footprint, shaping their media profile with distinctiveness
and outreach.
Mentorship: Top mentors from the startup ecosystem and ICT industry keep open lines
of dialogue and feedback throughout the program and beyond, helping teams to align
disruptive technologies with well-specified needs.
- What programs or initiatives are run in the framework of the solution/collaboration?
Innovation Labs partnered with universities that are recognized as strong academic
centers in technical education, also to assure a better national coverage.
Shortly, the program consists of: A selection of participants during a 36 hours hackathon
in 5 cities, 3 months of mentoring for the selected teams, and graduation event Demo Day
(at national level), where best teams are awarded with “Best Product”, “Best Business”,
“Startup of the year”, “Startup Excellence” and“ Best Pitch” awards.
For 2018 the Program was structured in 7 tracks: Agriculture, Cybersecurity, Fintech,
Health & Lifestyle, Retail, Smart City, Smart Mobility.
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The flow in detail:
- Ideation process with students and program partners.
- Implementing a Hackathon in March, with the preselected teams taking part, but letting
go of registration for anyone else interested, who has the ability to form a team of 2 people
(minimum).
- Hackathon begins with a Pitch Session, attended by all the registered teams and the
mentors from the partner companies, who evaluate and select the ideas to go further in
the program
- Then follows the 36 hours of Hackathon, with the necessary logistics support: work space,
food and drinks, resting space, supplies etc. At the end of the 36 hours, teams present the
idea they worked on, and the mentors are selecting the ones to go further in 3 months of
accelerator program.
- During the 3 months of mentoring, each team participates in 2 weekly meetings
(Meetings and Tech Talks, 1-2 hours each) and in the technical workshops. Each team has
a mentor who follows its evolution and supports them in their approach.
- After the 3 months of mentoring, a pre-selection of teams is organized at the local level
where it is decided which teams go further to the Demo Day (in Bucharest)
- At the end of May, a Demo Day is organized (the final national competition), attended by
approx. 500 participants. The event has a lot of media visibility (e.g. in the last year edition
the President of Romania attended the Demo Day, and held a speech) and involves various
stakeholders of the Romanian entrepreneurial ecosystem, in various professional fields.
Best teams of the year’s program edition are awarded “Best Product”, “Best Business”,
“Startup of the year”, “Startup Excellence” and “Best Pitch”, consisting of public
recognition of their efforts.
After the program, Tech Lounge continues to support the teams.
- In what ways does the initiative benefit students, universities and startups?
Students: they are learning in an alternative and accelerated way, involving acquisitions of
transversal skills, and skills in line with market needs.
Universities: benefit directly from more trained students for the labor market and contacts
from the entrepreneurial environment, benefit from partner-level visibility, and have the
opportunity to continue with the subsequent collaborations
Startups: they mostly benefit of ideas (mostly tech), grow, scalability, solutions and
programs of higher quality
Partners: larger visibility (being a national program), association / assimilation with an
educational program, access to the largest online community (over 20k on FB group),
access to people with initiative, and skillful people.
- What skills set did the participants develop or improve during the collaboration (e.g.
soft skills as communication and/or some hard/technical skills?)
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Soft skills: communication, public speaking, management, financial, marketing, design,
team work, product development, leadership etc.
Hard skills: update of technical skills, learning new technologies, access to technical /
testing laboratories, access to mentoring
- What unique activates does the collaboration offer?
The concept itself: Innovation Lab it’s a program with national coverage, and the largest
network of technical universities in Romania
The message is simple: Choose your track, bid your idea, experience the Hackathon, get
noticed, meet mentors, find partners, and push harder. Develop, grow, fine-tune, finance
and expand your idea into a convincing MVP. It’s your dream, #MakeitReal!

a. Key stakeholders
- Who are the key actors or partners in the collaboration (businesses, incubator
centers, startups, students, universities)?
Program: Initiated by Tech Lounge Association, in partnership with Simplon Romania
Association, Calemis Association, EduHub (by ULBS), ROSENC (The Romanian Sustainble
Energy Cluster)
Strategic Partner: Romanian-American Foundation
Partners in 2018: Orange, Carrefour, BRD (Groupe Societe Generale), Continental, OMV
Petrom
Academic Partners: UPB (Bucharest Polytechnic University), UBB (Babes-Bolyai University
of Cluj-Napoca), UTCN (Cluj-Napoca Technic University), UAIC (Alexandru Ioan Cuza
University of Iasi), ULSB (Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu), UVT (Timisoara West
University), TUIASI ("Gheorghe Asachi" Technical University of Iasi), UPT (Polytechnic
University of Timisoara)
Regional partners: Bucharest (6), Iasi (2), Sibiu (1), Cluj (15), Timisoara (8)
- What are the reasons for the participants in the collaboration to participate in this
particular collaboration?
The most important aspects are:
- To join a framework of experimenting collaborative work and cooperation within their
university
- early stage support of future entrepreneurs
- consolidation of a professional course for 3 months (during the mentoring program).
- What actions did the participants in the collaboration take to overcome the
previously identified problems?
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Innovation Labs is a dynamic program. As with the startups culture, specific and various
actions were taken whenever there were indicators that a situation could be improved.

3. Challenges
- What challenges do universities/ startups/ students face in their entrepreneurship
ecosystems?
Universities: the lack of a real connection with the business environment; the
organizational culture of the Romanian universities is not necessarily geared towards the
entrepreneurial ecosystem
Startups: not enough startups to built a strong Romanian ecosystem culture.
Students: lack of market oriented skills in terms of product development and business
orientation.
Partners: low access to talents and valuable ideas.
- What were the key challenges within this initiative?
Aligning the specific needs of the program’s stakeholders.
- Were there any problems that were not resolved? If yes, why?
There was no notable problem beyond the small jams and challenges in project
management, but a major goal was outlined: to have as many MVPs on the stage (at Demo
Day) and to be able to ensure the support beyond the program to as many teams as
possible.
- How did the collaboration resolve the issues of startups/ universities/ students?
- Program’s Alumni who went further with their products are giving back what they have
learned at the next editions of the Innovation Lab (most of them as mentors and support
positions)
- Entrepreneurial ecosystem stakeholders were connected within and educational
university centered framework.
- Students acquired skills that go beyond their university curriculum.
- What mistakes did your collaboration make along the way and how did you
ultimately learn from them?
The program adapts from one edition to the other, in order to organize better and
improve specific issues.

4. Impact
- What were the outcomes of the collaboration?
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From 2013, over 180 teams from Bucuresti, Cluj, Iași, Sibiu, Timișoara and Alba Iulia (1
edition) developed within Innovation Labs, with products ranging from medical tech
sensors to industrial monitoring devices, disruptive digital marketing services or gamechanging security systems.
In few words: 6 years of activity, over 240 supported teams, over 150 mentors, 5 main
cities (+1 edition in Alba Iulia)
The most impact was on: Product development, design thinking, entrepreneurial thinking
- What skills were mostly developed through the initiative?
Team work, technical skills, marketing and public communication skills etc. (previously
mentioned also)
- What knowledge and technology transfer was established with key actors?
- Partners mainly make available to the participating teams their own technologies and
products
- ORANGE has developed a startup accelerator (called Orange Fab) where Innovations
Labs are invited to participate, which also offers technologies, products and equipment
inside the program.
- How is the impact of the program measured?
By media reach, number and quality of startups, number of high quality involved mentors.
- What plans or ideas do you have in place to maintain the momentum of the
collaboration?
The program is organized annually with the intention to improve the experience from
year to year and to scale the program in other cities as well, as a long term objective. It is
important to continue and strengthen the cooperation with more tech universities as the
main actors involved in the program. For this specific aspect, Innovation Labs invites other
universities to take part in the Hackathon closer to their city, together with their own
students.
The program also aims to form interdisciplinary teams for a better learning and
knowledge exchange context.
Not least, the program intends to involve alumni as much as possible in the mentoring
process.
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